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TRANSLITERATION NÕTE

The scheme below is the System III transliteration of Russian.
Please refer to J. Thomas Shaw's The Transliteration of Modern
Russian for English-Russian Publications (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin
Press, 1967L

RUSSIAN ENGLISH RUSSIAN ENCLISH

This scheme has been used for the transliteration of all names,
places, and titles of books, articles and journals. The scheme will be

changed when there is a standardized common usage.

Block quotations from !$f have been given in the original
Russian. An English translation can be found in Appendix A.

Russian texts in the footnotes have been given in the original. A
translation is available in Appendix A.

The style manuel used is: 'William Giles Campbell et al., Form and
f,lXþ, 8th Edition (Boston: Houghton Miffin, 1990).
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LEF LITER,ARY ÞOLITICS

FOREWÖRT)

The journat JIEBtilli oPoHT I,ICKyCCTB, THE LEFT FRONT OF THE

A,RTS, commonly known by the acronym LEF, was a unique development in

the history of Russian literature. Around this journal gathered a diverse

group of artists: Futurists, Constructivists, Suprematists, and Formalists. The

group LEF sought to perform a task for the communist state that it felt was

parallel to the work of the Revolution, namely, to free the new communist

state from the influence of the art of the old order, of the Czarist state.

LEF combined avant-garde idealism and political commitment into a

programme that would form its literary politics.

Russian Futurism first attracted my attention when taking a course in

Russian Modernism. The typically idealistic avant-garde stance of Futurism

possessed a quality that had not been present in preceding Russian literary

movements. Instead of wishing to change or compete within the existing

literary framework, Futurism attempted to effect change through a struggle

against the literary canon and the 'daily-life' of contemporary society.

Although this side of the avant-garde was not unique to Russian Futurisrn, as

it has been well document in other European avant-garde movements,

Futurism's revolt against the past proved to be an anticipation of its later

position within LEF: the desire to remove the influence of the art of the past

from the contemporary communist society. LEF offered a way out of the

cultural stagnation that Russia was experiencing prior to Vorld Var I.
LEF had it roots in the Russian avant-garde Futurist movement of the

pre-World War I era. Futurism was born out of a strong reaction against

both classicism and contemporary Russian culture of the early

twentieth-century. Futurism was at. this point a narrowly defined art group,
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LEF LITERARY POLITICS

basically apolitical and socially rebellious. Futurism's contribution to Russian

literature was significant. The manifesto <Ilourëqnua o6uecrseHHoMy BKycy>)

1912, "A Slap in the Face of Public Taste," marked that rise of Russian

Futurism. While "A Slap" in itself was not remarkable, it did reveal the

spirit of Futurism, which would remain at the centre of Futurism through to

LEF, from l9l2 to 1925, namely, a rejection of the cultural heritage, and

the desire to replace it with a consciously constructed art form.

From l9l2 to l9l7 Futurism was not politically aligned. The success of

the Revolution had a profound effect on Futurism. The Revolution gave

Futurism a new lease on life as it provided the formative organizational

exerpeinces (IZO) and the political orientation (Marxism) for the development

of what would become LEF's literary politics.

Immediately after the Revolution, the recognised leader of Russian

Futurism, Vladimir Majakovskij, was elated and very hopeful for the

prospects of the movement. Futurism was the most orgaised art group in

1917, and the only group that openly supported the state. While the old

Czarist Academy of Art had been abolished in 1917,Lhe newly formed Union

of Art, which was composed mainly from the old members of the Academy,

refused to support the Bolshevik government. The government was faced

with a dilemma: allow the Union of Art to continue to control the cultural

affairs of the country even though it did not support the state and could

possibly sabotage the Bolshevik cause, or, turn to the Futurist group, which

unreservedly supported the state. The later option was chosen and the

Futurist group, along with members from other avant-garde groups, joined

the new OrAeJr H3o6pa3HTeJrbHHX HcKyccrB, The Section of Fine Arts, known

by the acronym IZO. The Futurist view quickly became the dominant view

ol lZO, and Trockij wrote in Literature and Revolution, that Futurism ran

IZO virtually unchallenged. IZO had been responsible for the cultural

development and education in the country, a task which had been successfully
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carfied out.

The political orientation that would be central to Futurism in the 1920s,

and also to LEF, would be Marxism. Futurism saw the possibility to win the

barrle wirh the cultural heritage and 'daily-life' through the Revolution. IZO

published two newspapers, Llcxycctso rouyHu, [Art of the Communel, and

Hcxycçrso, [Art]. Both newspapers presented ideas that would later develop

inro LEF's literary politics. In addition to continuing the battle with the art

of the past, Futurism declared here for the first time that it was the art of

the Revolution and that it performed a cultural role that was parallel to the

role that Bolshevism had played in politics.

The most important new characteristic that was evident in Futurism

during the early days of the Revolution was that it attempted to present a

positive programme. Prior to the Revolution there had been lillte evidence

of a constructive Futurist programme for the arts. However, within IZO the

Futurists not only disseminated their artistic theories in the newspapers Art of

t,he Commune and ô¡.¡, but also acted upon a positive programme through

their art purchases and education programmes.

The New Economic Policy [NEP] of I92l brought the influence of

Fururism within IZO to an end. Opposition to the Futurist influence in IZO

had begun almost immediately after their installation and continued until their

removal. Although NEP ushered in relaxed publishing privileges, it would

not be until 1923 that the journal LEF would begin publication.

LEF was a unique journal in that its layout displayed all the

developmental stages of Futurism. The journal was divided into three major

sections: programme, practical, and theory. The division of the journal could

be seen as corresponding to the three stages of Futurism: the narrow

avant-garde years l9l2-1915, the organization experience within IZO

1918-1920, and the beginning of the journal LEF itself.

LEF was the culmination of avant-gardism and political commitment.

v1



LEF LITERARY POLITICS

LEF sought to present the basis for its rejection of the cultural heritage and a

foundation for the construction of a new culture. For this purpose LEF used

two works of Karl Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, and

An Introduction to Political Economy. The extensive use of these two works

allowed LEF to anchor its opposition toward the art of the past in an

acknowledged authority, namely, Marx. It also allowed LEF to claim a

legitimcy of sorts for its theory of culture building, and of the necessity for

the removal of one culture and its replacement by another.

With Marx as its sourse, LEF made clear the reasons for the need to

remove the influence of bourgeois culture from contemporary society. LEF

argued that art was political, and that the æsthetic was the politcal arm of

arr. In this way LEF proposed that all art was political, and that all art was

the art of the ruling class of society. Therefore, the art of Czarist Russia

had been that of the nobility and/or the rising bourgeoisie. The art forms, as

well as the content of art itself, was bourgeois. It reflected bourgeois values,

revealed a bourgeois understanding, and therefore, was unable to capture the

dynamics of the new ruling class of Russia, namely, the proletariat.

The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte lent credibility to LEF on

the question of the removal of an old culture and its replacement with

another, as well as the effects of using artistic forms that were not the

natural product of one's own time and political situation. Marx had observed

thar the removal of feudalism from Europe had been accomplished through

the rransplanting of art forms that were of another era. The borrowed

forms and symbols lent meaning and gave content to the struggles at hand,

but invariably they were removed when their usefulness was outlived. Thus,

LEF had historical proof of both the possibility of removing an unwanted

culture from society, and of having another develop upon the bones of the

old.

An Introduction to Political Economy allowed LEF to attack the art of

v].1
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the past with historical materialism as the theoretical foundation. LEF was

able to historically place various art forms according to the economic and

social development of the particular society. Thus, LEF was able to call for

an end to the "cult of the past" based on the relative rudimentary economic

relationships of ancient Greece, or even of Czarist Russia for that matter.

Armed wit,h these two works of Marx, LEF attempted ro justify its
literary politics and to ground its avant-garde idealism in reality. However,

LEF's interpretation of Marx was not shared by the state nor by other

literary gîoups. This difference in interpretation would result in an artistic

and political conflict between LEF and the government, and LEF and other

literary groups.

While LEF had continually claimed itself to be the art of the Revolution,

and had accepted Marx as t,he basis for its literary politics, the governmenl

and the nation remainded sceptical and did not support the journal. It was

clear that the state did not agree with LEF's literary politics; it did not agree

that bourgeois art had to be removed from a position of influence within

Soviet society. The government did not want to build a proletarian culture

upon the bones of bourgeois culture, but out of the fertile ground of

bourgeois culture.

The journal LEF quietly died in January 1925, twenty-two monlhs after

it had begun publication. The chief editor, Majakovskij, had already departed

for his trip to America, and once there declared that Futurism had died. It is

unknown if he meant that statement in the same fashion as he had in 1915:

"Yes, Futurism as a particular group has died, but it has poured into all of us

like a flood...Today everyone is a Futurist. The people is a Futurist.

FUTURISM HAS GRASPED RUSSIA IN A MORTAL CRIPI" Considering the

fate of Futurism from 1925 to 1930, one can assume that in America he

meant it literally.

LEF's literary politics was born out of the political climate of the
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Revolution. The Revolution had offered a means for LEF to realise

dream of overcoming classicism and 'daily-life'. The articles of LEF

have relevance today. They anticipated the rise of the development of

'political unconscious' within literary criticism, as well as coDtinuing

investigation into the role of the æsthetic in art and its effect on society.

its

still

the

the

L. Fowler
26 June 1991
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LEF LITERAR.Y POLITICS Fowler I

tlurunuuu Hårre Hosoe llelrsoe HeoxnÄanuoe.
To¡uro uu - tltqo HaIIIeFo BpeueHn. Por
BpeMeHH rpyíut HaMH B cJIoBecHoM HcKyccrBe.

Ilpouroe recHo. Ara.qeuns u llyurnn
HenoHñTHee ruepor¡Hóos.
Epocnru lly¡urnua, .[octoegcKoro, To¡croro
H rtpoq. H npoq. c llapoxoÄa CospeueHHocru.

Kro He ¡aóy.qer ceoefi nepsofi ¡¡o6su, He

yanaer noc¡eÄneü.
Ilou¡ëqnua o6uecrgegHouy gxycy, l9l2.r

Introduction

Vladimir Markov's Russian Futurism,2 a detailed examination of the

various groups within the Russian literary milieu of the

pre-Revolutionary years, paved the way for further study of the

Russian avant-garde. Halina Stephan's book, ,,LEF" and The Left

Front of the Arts3 continued in the tradition of Markov. Stephan's

work can be seen as the continuation of the history of Russian

Futurism begun by Markov. Her book and articles examine the

literary rrends of Futurism after the Revolution and througb the 1920s.

Bengt Jangfeldt's book, Majakovskij and Futurism 1917-1921,4 offcrs

many insights into tbe continuity of Futurist activity from the

l. P:¡ccras rrsrepa'rypa: ¡openo¡¡orrsorrHrrü neP¡¡o¡. Pe[. H.e. Tpuþnon'
(Mocxpa: I'oc. yre6no-negar. MHHHcrepcrBo nPocBeq,eHns PCOCP, 1962) ,

455. Please see Appendix A for English translations of all Russian texts.

2. vladimir Markov, Rlssian Futrrrism: A Éfistory (Los Angeles: Univ. of

California Press, 1963.).

3. Halina Stephan, -.t EF" and Thp I eft Front of the Arts (Munich:

Verlag Otto Sagner, 1961.).

4. Bengt Jangf eldt, Majakovskii and F'uturism I a I ?- I a2 | (Stockholm:

Almqvist and Wiksell, l9?6.).
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Revolution to the publication of the journal, JIEO - JIEBbIII OPOHT

HCKYCCTB ILEF - THE LEFT FRONT OF THE ARTS].

This study will examine the Futurist politico-literary theory aud its

development into what the LEF group felt was a new world view.

The essential nature of Futurism could be summed up as a revolt

against the imposed artistic methods and the values of bourgeois

society. The 'revolt' against the past, a feature of the avant-garde

influence within LEF, developed into both a severe critique of

contemporary art and the introduction of a revolutionary æsthetic.

The new æsthetic, supported by its critique of contemporary art,

formed LEF's literary politics.

Literary Politics

This thesis will discuss the 'literary politics' of the Russian

avant-garde as it was formulated in the journal, LEF. The LEF group,

which was composed of Futurists, Constructivists, Suprematists, and

Formalists among others, maintained that the æstbetic was the

ideological side of the arts.5 In LEF's view, art and culture were Dot

independent from politics, but influenced each other and were

interdependent.6 LEF proposed that through a conscious change of the

æsthetic, it could fundamentally change the social and moral values of

the new Soviet citizen. Literary politics, for LEF, was the conscious

5. H. I-op.noB, 'O Qyrypnor'rax u rþyrypn3Me.' JIFÕ 4 (1923): 6.

6. Gleb Struve has written that the 'so-called LEF (Left Front of
Literature) of which Mayakovsky vras one of the leaders and which united

mostly Futurists, who sought a political basis for their action.- Gleb Struve,
Russian Literature Under I.enin and Stalin l9l?-1953 (Oklahoma: Univ. of

Oklahoma, l9?l),75. Struve's point of view does not take into account the

essential f eature of LEF's literary politics, that the social, political and

cultural spheres of society are interdependent.
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application of new ideological values for the social purpose of

producing a Dew citizen, and a new culture, tha[ would be in tune with

the new Soviet state. The production of a new culture and of a new

citizenry, was likened to any other form of production; innovation

was the key in the arts as well as in industry.? For LEF there was Do

division between public and private values, tror between literary

theory and literary politics, nor art and lifc;E LEF unitcd politics and

culture into the programme of the Left Front of the Arts.

LEF's literary politics, of the application of a literary and political

theory in the Soviet culture, had two distinct features: rejection of the

traditional role of the æsthetic in Russian society, and the introduction

of a revolutionary new æsthetic that proposed a new role for the

æsthetic, that of 'life-building' [xncHecrpoeune - Ziznestroeniel. LEF

proposed a social function for the æsthetic, one that was

interventionist as opposed to the notion of the æsthetic as being

independent of the temporal world. The new æsthetic would be

multi-dimensional: social, political, and artistic. This radical new

æsthetic would be the core of its literary politics, and would find

expression with its programme for the construction of a new society.

LEF formulated its literary politics within the pages of the þurnal,

LEE.

The writers, theoreticians, and frequent contributors to the þurnal,

7. Eopnc Kymxep, 'Opraxrsaropbl HcKyccroa,' JIEÖ 3 (tgZg): tOZ.

E. 'Mu pa6orunrn ¡esoù Kynbrypbl 3Tor qepÃar HaMePeHbI

pa3pyrtrHTb. Ae¡o peBonþIIHH He ¡rrecTnttacoooe, He TOJIbxo or l0-rn .qo 4-x.

C¡uemHo n 6eCo6pa3Ho H HeBo3Morxgo: sPocTO nenË3s: o$naxar¡ npxem B

noJIuTHKe U 3KOHOMHße, OCTABJIgq eFo cTbI,qJIHBO 3AByanHpOBAHHbIM B

KynÞType \t 6rrry... Jleaas noJIHTHKa BJIacrHo rpe6yer ¡esoú xynbrypbl'
JreBoro 6¡Ira.'M. JIesH.qo¡,'Or l$-ru,qo 4-x u or 4-x,qo l0-r¡¡.'JIFò 3

(t923): t52.
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L_,EE, will be referred to as LEF. As Bengt Jangfeldt noted, Futurism

had been used "vaguely by the critics to denote all avant-garde artists

and poets - as a synonym for 'leftist', a term that was no more exact.

This meant that all 'left-wing artists' were called 'Futurists', whether

they were 'real' Futurists, or Cubists, Suprematists, Constructivists, etc.,

or simply avant-garde artists with no spccial label."9 The 'Futurists'

within IZO (Oraer ueo6pa3nreJrbHHx HcKyccrs - Otdel izobrazitel'nyx

iskusstv, the Section of Fine Arts) resigned themselves to this

designation, and evcn bcgan to refer to themselves by that name.lo

The two points that had united the members of IZO hað been their

support of the Bolshevik government and their desire to rebuild the

culture of Soviet Russia.

The cultural life of Russia had been threatened by Vorld Var I,
the Revolution, Civil War and famine. The main task of IZO was to

organize art production and education.ll The mcmbers of LEF were

similarly united in the cause of founding a new art, and of building a

communist society.

However, [bere is also a third reason for the use of LEF to denote

the group around the journal, !EF' The chief editor of LEE, Vladimir

Majakovskij, played a leading role in the journal. As the chief editor,

he provided continuity and unity: the articles that appeared in LEF

were either within the general literary position of LEE, or were a part

of the ongoing literary discussion of LEF regarding the development

of a revolutionary æsthetic.

9. Jangfeldt, Majakovskij, ll.
10. Bengt Jangfeldt, 'Russian Futurism l9l'l'1919,' in Art- Soeiety and

Revolution: Russia lal?-t921- Nils Åke Nilsson, ed. (Stockholm: Almqvist &
\Miksell, l9'19), ll3.

I l. Jangfeldt, Majakovskij. I l.
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Influence of Futurism

The literary political programme formulated through LEF had its

roots in the pre-1914 Russian Futurist movement. The Russian

Revolution gave Futurism a Dew lease on life. The social and political

conditions within Soviet Russia presented Futurism with a heretofore

unimaginable possibility, to attain power and influence within Russia

in order to realise its artistic ambitions.

Russian Futurism has rarely received the critical analysis and

attention that other literary movemeDts have enjoyed. Unfortunately

the term Futurism has become too undifferentiated and sometimes

pejorative, owing partly to the identification of ltalian Futurism with

Fascism, and of Russian Futurism with Socialist Realism. Stephan, for

example, writes: "SeeD historically, the poetic program of the Lef

group has the questionable distinction of being the first Soviet

predecessor of the later Socialist Realism. The Lef blend of

technicism, utopianism, and utilitarianism was matched in its
dogmaticism and its universality only by Socialist Realism."l2 In fact,

there were several distinct Futurist movements in Europe and Russia:

Vorticism in Britian, Italian Futurism, Russian Futurism, and Ukrainian

Futurism. With regards to Russian Futurism, the focus of scholars has

been continually placed on its bohemian nature, its ultra-rationalistic

artistic philosophy, its lack of respect for the art of the past, and its

desire to reconstruct human nature in a fundamental way.

This focus is understandable as these were the qualities that were

most easily accessible. However, the focus has been misdirected:

investigations of Futurism have been used by literary critics as a

12. Stephan, 96.
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defence of Vestern culture against the onslaught of an avant-garde

movement which had declared openly its desire to 'destroy' the old,

traditional values. However, Russian Futurism was above all an

artistic and literary movement, and the claims to destroy the old values

and to throw over the art of the past should be taken more

figuratively than literally, more in terms of going beyond lnpeo.qo¡erol

through assimilation lyceoeHneJ than to destroy. LEF did not support

the physical destruction of cultural or artistic artifacts. LEF sought to

remove the influence they had on the nation.

After the Revolution Futurism claimed that there was a 'kinship'

between Communism and Futurism:

The Futurists insisted that, whereas Communism had
offered a new political and economic frameword,
Futurism would shape the culture of the Dew state, and

the consciousness of the peopls.13

Circumstances had worked in favor of Futurism. The old czarist

Academy of Art had been abolished after the Revolution. The new

Union of Artists [Cop¡ Äerre¡eü HKcyccrB - Sojuz dejatelej iskusttv]

demanded complete autonomy from the Bolshevik government, and

rejected any form of control. Of all the members of the Union of

Artists only one, Vladimir Majakovskij, openly supported the direct

influence of the Party.te

The cultural crisis was considered extremely serious. The

Commissar of Enlightenment, Anatolij Lunaðarskij, was faced with a

dilemma: either rrust the Union of Artists to continue its role in the

13. Stephan, 2.

l,t. 'lHar"rl Hyxgo npnBercrBoBarb HoByþ BJIacrb vt soútn c seü B

xonraxr.' Jangfeldt, Majakovskii, 32.
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centre of Soviet Russia's cultural life, even though it vas openly

hostile to the Bolshevik government, or to turn to the Futurists who

were the only organised group that had openly supported the

gover¡ment.ls It the Union of Artists remained opposed to the

govefnment they could, possibly, sabotage the development of a Dew

culture and then in turn threaten the political power of the Bolshevik

govefrrment.l6 "At this stage, Narkompros [Hapo¡nuü KoMHTeT

npocBer¡¡e1nf, - The People's Commissariat of Enlightenmentl regarded

the cooperation of the Futurists as important for the revival of

Russian cultural life under Soviet auspices."lT The Futurists had

considerable influence, and according to Leon Trockij, they ruled IZO

virtually unchallenged.lE

The Futurists within IZO published two newspapers: llcryccrso

Kouuysu [Art of the Communel and Hcryccrgo [Art].19 These were

not the first newspapers that the Futurists had published. On the 15th

of March, 1918, appeared the facera Öyrypucroe [The Futurist Gazette]

that marked the first Futurist endeavour in the post-Revolutionary

period. It was a privately funded paper, based on the assumption that

the first issue would provide the necessary resources for the others to

follow.2O In this newspaper the Futurists called for a 'revolution of

the spirit' and supported a rejection of the old cultural tradition.2l The

15. Stephan, 4.

16. Vahan Barooshian, (The Hague:

Mouton, l9?4), I16.

17. Stephan, 4.

lE. Barooshian, ll7.
l9.@(Petrograd:Dec.,l9lt-April,l9l9;l9issues):

Art (Moscow: Jan.-Dec., t9l9: E issues). Jangfeldt, ÀÁaþkqyskii 34.

20. Lev Grinkrug supplied the funds for the first issue. Jangfeldt,
Majakovskii, 17.

21. Stephan' 3.
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Revolution h¿d presented â chânge in the pre-1914 Futurist

programme, instead of merely rejecting the art of the past, Futurism

became concerned with a positive programme of construction.

Futurism had moved beyond the exclusively negative criticism of

Russian culture and moved towards a positive, constructive programme.

This change in Futurist thinking was first evident in The Futurist

Gazelte.

There were three theoretícal positions that were published in The

Futurist Gazette: freedom of the arts from the govertrment, the

freedom of access to the means of art [enrollment in the Academy had

been restricted under Czarisml, and proper funding for the arts.22

These points are easily understandable in the context of Futurism's past

under Czarism, when the Academy of Art was a czarist Institution,

when Futurism had limited means to a press, and when Futurists were

unable to sell their works to maintain themselves.

On the 7th of December, 1918, the newspaper Art of the

Commune appeared. Osip Brik, Nikolai Punin and Natan Al'tman were

editors, and Vladimir Majakovskij, Kazimir Malevið, Mark Chagal,

Viktor Sklovskij, Ivan Punin and Boris Kuðner were contributors. It

was here that the Futurists first declared themselves the rightful

represen[atives of the Revolution, and performing a function in

cultural affairs that was parallel to the Bolsheviks in politics.23 Art of

the Commune was important in the discussion and development of the

literary politics of the later LEF group. Majakovskij, in his petition

for the publication of the journal, Hoeufi JIEO [New LEFI wrote that

it would "continue the work begun by the newspaper Art of the

22. Jangfeldt, Maial.ayÂkij. 20.

23. Jangfedlt, Maiakoyskii 36.
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Commune in 1918-1919 and the journal LEF 1923-1924.24 The major

points of LEF's literary politics, rejection of the role of the art of the

past, experimentation, the creation of a new world view, all made

their appearance in Art of the Commune in 1918-1919.

Russian Futurism had changed in the years following Vorld Var I.

It had developed from an avaut-garde literary gfoup with a narfow

aftistic focus into an avant-garde literary movement intent on

contributing to the building a new consciousness and a new world view

for the Soviet citizen. Majakovskij wrote on the changing role of

Futurism as early as l9l5:

The First part of our programme of destruction we
consider to have been accomplished. That is why you
should not be surprised if today you see in our hands not
the clown's rattle but the architect's drawing...Yes,
Futurism as a particular group has died, but it has poured

into all of us like a flood...Today everyone is a Futurist.
The people is a Futurist. FUTURISM HAS GRASPED
RUSSIA IN A MORTAL GRIPI25

Out of the bohemian 'futurist evenings' where bombastic

ultimatums were hurled forth by men with animals painted on their

faces, rhere developed politically-directed and socially-focused builders

of a new consciousness, of a new Soviet citizen.

Russian Futurism had come a long way since the carefree
days of Bohemian brawls in literary cafés and of
preoccupation with 'trans-sense language'. After L9l7 it
had grown incteasingly ideologically and socially minded,

24. '...npoÄoJlxarb pa6ory, Hatranyp rageroü 'Hcxycctao
Kor"rruyHu' s l9l E- l9l9 rn. H xypuanor"r 'JIeQ' 1923-24 rn.'
Jangfeldt, Maiatoyskii 34.

25, Igor Golomstock, Totalitarian Ârt. trans. Robert
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intent on matching revolutionary form with an equally
revolutionary content, and on participation in 'social
conslruction'. In the neo-Futurist esthetics of Lel,
passionate concern with the word, with formal
experimentation, was wedded to the pragmatic slogan of
the'social command'.26

Futurism had become conscious of what its artistic conributioD to
society ought to be, and sought to implement it; and it was critical of
the contribution which earlier art had made to society in the past.

Futurism had come to the conclusion that the art preceeding the

Futurists had proved lacking. The new art, one with a self-conscious

productive role to fulfill in society, found its theoretical formulation in
the journal, LEF.

In the early days of the Revolution, Futurism had an easier time

effecting change in the new soviet society than after the

implementation of rhe New Economic policy tNEpl. IZo allowed rhe

Futurists to disseminate their artistic and social programmes through

the journal and newspaper that it published with government funds.

The Futurists within lzo reorganized art education throughour the

country, and purchased art they wanted.

The unstable economic environmeDt, partry the result of
revolution and civil war, caused a shift in the government's view of
both the free market and its supporr for the avant-garde. NEp proved

to be two-fold, economical and cultural. The soviet government opted

for a removal of the avant-garde from rzo and the implementation of
NEP. LEF was unrepenrant in its opposition to NEp, a position that

Chandler (London: Collins Harvill, tggO), A.

26. Victor Erlich, Russian Formalism, 3rd edition (London: yale Univ.
Press, lgEt), I I l-l t2.
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was expressed in its journal, and which was unchanged through the

1920s.

Almost immediately after NEP Majakovskij and Brik, on 12

November L921, sought the opportunity to publish a þurnal, claiming

that the avant-garde did Dot have tbe same access to a þurnal as did

other groups through the þurnals KpacHas Hosu [Red Virein soil] and

Ileqaru u Peso¡roqr¡ [The Press and Revolution].2? After fourteen

months the journal, !!E, was approved.

LEF's literary politics focused on the development of an

interventionist æsthetic that would be socially useful to the new

communist state. Although its development spanned eleven years, it
was presen¿ed as a complete theory of 'literary politics' in the journal,

LEE.

This thesis will investigate the development of LEF's literary

politics as it was formualted in the journal, LEF. Chapter One will

discuss the emergence of LEF in the general history of the

avant-garde and Futurism's place within that history.

Chapter Two will examine LEF's critique of art. The infamous

Futurist avant-garde stand of 'rejecting the art of the past' had been

given a political significance with the addition of a Marxist perspective

to LEF's critique of culture.

Chapter Three will discuss LEF's literary polirics and its proposed

application.

27. O.

x(yPHôJra

Serr¡¡sxosa H E. lloropearcxas, 'K Hcrop]rn Bbrxo.qa rrepBoro HoMepa
(JIEô)È.' Eonoocrr [¡{r.ensrv!årr 7 (19E3): l8l.
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I. Ot.{e¡e¡¡Ho ¡{cyccrua or rocyÃepcrBa.
VHu.lroxeHne noKpoBHTeJIbcrBa flpnBnnefnfi H

KOHTpOJTfl B O6¡aCry HCKyCCTBa. .IIO¡Oü
,qHnnoMH, 3BaHHfl, OÕHIIHaJIbHHe nOCTH H
qHHH.

II. Ilepe¿aqy Bcex MarepäanbHux cpe¿crB
HCKyCCTBa: TeaTpOB, Ka[eJIJI, BI¡CTaBOqHHX
noMerr¡eHr,rfi n 3AaHr{fi aKa.4eMHH H

xyAoxecTBeHHHX rrrKoJr B pyKH CaMlrX
MacTepoB HcKyccTBa EJ[fl paBHoIIpaBHoFo
rIoJIb3OBaHnfl ilMH BCerO HapoÃa IdKyCCTBa.

III. Bceo6uee xylqoxecrBenHoe o6paaoBaHne
u6o MH BepHM, qro ocl{oBu rpfl}qylqero
cso6o4noro HcKyccrBa Moryr eHüru roirbKo
H3 Helqp ÄeMoKparnr{ecxoË Poccxn, .qo cero
BpeMeHH Jrurub a¡xaguefi x¡e6a.
"Mauu$ecr JIeryqefi Oe¡epar{HH
OyrypncroB," I'q?er4 ¡ÞyrypncroB, 1918. 2E

Chapter One

The Development of Futurism

The journal, LEF, was

Futurist ideas to the public.

beginning of World 'War I,

active. There were elevcn

one in a number of attempts to spread

In the short period between 1912 and the

Russian Futurist activities were quite

publications.29 The pre-Revolutionary

2E. Jangfeldt, Majakovskij, 20. Please see Appendix A for all English
translations of Russian texts.

29. The publications rvere: PoXËeðina ohXFestve"nomu vkr,su. l9l2i Sadok
srrdej rT. l9l3; Sojuz molodeZi, l9l3i Trebnik troix, l9l3i Doxlaja luna, l9l3;
Troe, l9l3; Zatyéka, l9l3; Futuristy "Gileja- sbornik Moloko kobylie. t9l4;
F¡tlr¡sty: Ryka juðFi j parrras. l9l {i Futuristy: Pervyj iurnal russki*
futuristÕv¡ No. l-2, l914; Doxlaja lune.2d ed., 19I4. Markov,42l-22.
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Futurist activity had been acknowledged by LEF in 1923 and by

Majakovskij in 1926 (when he applied for permission to publish Novii

LEE) as aD incomplete stage of Futurist development. This point had

been made clear in the first issue of LEF:

Peeornqnr flepeMecrlr:'a rearp Harrrux KpHTHqecKHX

.qeücrenü.
Mu .qo¡xgu flepecMorperb HaI[y raKTHKy.
[...] Haru npourufi no3yHr: ,,crof,Tb sa r¡u6e cJroBa.

,,MH" cpe.qn Mopfl cBrcra H HeroÄoBaHnf".
Cefiqac MH x,qeM Jrørrrb npHsHaHHfl Bepgocru r¡auefi

gcrernqecrofi pa6orn, qro6Þ¡ c pa.qocrbþ pacrpopnTb
MaJIeHbKoe ,,Mu" HcKyccrBa B orpoMHoM ,,Mlr" KoMMyHH3Ma.

Ho ut¡ orrHcrHJIH Halue crapoe ,,Mtr":
oT BCeX trErTaþrrIH}CCfl peBOnrOr{HrO HCKyCCTBa - qacTb

sceü orrs6pucroü BoJrr{ - o6parnru B ocKap-yafi¡u.qoscroe
caMo-ycnaxlqeune scrernxofi paAH 3crerKn, 6yurou pa¡u
6yHra; or rex, rro 6eper or 3crernqecroü peBonþ¡IHH

ToJrbKo BHerrrHocru cryvaüHHx rrpxeMoe 6opu6u,
or rex, KTo Bo3BoÄHT or,qeJlbHHe 3TafIH gauefi 6opu6u

s Hoeufi KaHoH ø rpa$aper,
oT Tex, KTO pa3xHxaff HalIIH BqepaIXHHe JIO3yH|H,

crapaþTcfl 3acaxapHTbcfl ó¡¡ocrnreJlflMu nocelqeBtllero
HOBaTOpCTBa, HaXOÄfl CBOHM yCnOKOeHHHM IIereCaM yþTHHe

xo$eünue cronJra,
oT Tex, KTO IIJIeTeTCfl B XBOCTe, IIepMaHeHTHO OTCTaeT

Ha nflTb Jrer, coíupan cyulegble flroÄKH oMoJloxeHHoro
aKa.q,eMn3Ma c su6po[reHHHx HaMH qeerog.s

LEF perceived itself to be fundamentally different from the earlier,

bohenrian form of Futurism. Majakovskij personally held this view.

Vhen he applied for permission to publish the þurnal, W!!E, he

stated that the new journal was to continue the work begun in the

30. 'B xono Brpbr3aereF¡ JIEô?' JIFÕ t (1923): 8-9.
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LEF.3l The

developmental

Avant-garde Influence

The avant-garde influence can be understood as the dominant force

in pre-Revolutionary Futurism, and the originator of LEF's pursuit of

a new role for art in Soviet Russia in tbe 1920s. "Out. of lthe

avant-garde'sl assumptions concerning their writing and their role in

society emerges the fundamental vision of the avant-garde, its

aesthetic programmes, and social vision, as well as its internal

contradictions, paradoxes atrd limits."32 An exact definition of the

avant-garde is useful in gaining aD understanding of the internal

dymanics of the avant-garde within Futurism. Renato Poggioli

presented an interesting view of the dialectic of the avant-garde in his

book The Theory of the Avant-garde, where he divided the various

stages of the avant-garde into four 'moments': activism, antagonism,

nihilism, and agonism.33

Activism is defined as the elevation of anarchistic tendencies in a

"psychological revolt" to a level of "practical and social reform."34

This is the spirit of the avant-garde, it is the critical position of the

avant-garde towards art and society. This aspect is particularly clear

31. 'lHosuü JIEO qro6brl npoÄonxarr pa6ory Harraro nageroü 'Hcryccrno
Korvrr"rynu' s l9l E- l9l9 ¡'r. n xypHanoM 'JIe0' 1923-24 rr.' Jangfeldt,
Majakovskij. 34.

32. Charles Russell, Poets- Prophets and Revolr¡tionaries (New York:
Oxford Univ. Press, l9t5), {.

3 3. Renato Poggioli, Thp Theory of the A vant-garde
Fitzgerald (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, l96E), 25-26.

34, Poggioli, 27.

trans. Gerald
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in Russian Futurism. Ilou¡ëqnHa o6uecrneHHouy eKycy [A Slap in the

Face of Public Tastel (1912, is considered the début of Russian

Futurism. The spirit of A Slap is apparent:

9nra¡ort¡nu Harue Hosoe Ilepaoe Heoxu¡asHoe.
To¡uro MH -- nnrlo Haulero BpeueHn. Por epeueun

rpyónr HaMH B cJroBecnoM HcKyccrBe.
Ilporu¡oe recHo. Ara¡eunR n IIyuxnH Hetlonf,THee

rnepor.ruQoa.
Epocnru llyruxnHa, .{octoencKoro, To¡croro ü rlpoq. H

rtpor{. c llapoxo¡a CoepeueHHocrr.t.

Kro He ca6yÄer csoeü nepsofi ¡¡o6en, He y3Haer
noc¡eÃseü.

Kro xe, ÄoBepquBuü, o6parnT nocne.q¡r¡op JIp6oBb K

napQouepHoMy 6¡ygy Ea¡uosra? B sefi JrH orpaxeHne
Myxecrgengofi gyuu ceroÄHsuero .qna?

Kro xe, TpycnHBHü, ycrparunrcn 6yuaxnËie Jraru c
qepHoro @paxa BoHHa Ep¡ocosa? VL¡u Ha HHX 3opn
HeBeAOMUX XpaCOr?

Buuofire BarIrH pyKH, ttpnKacaBürnecfl K rpgcHofi cJIH3H

KHHr, HaÍrHcaHHHx 3THMH 6ec.rHc¡eHHHMH JleoHnÄauu
AH¿peeruun.

Bceu 3THM KynpHHHM, ËroKaM, Colory6au,
PeMucogHu, AaepueHKaM, 9epHnu, KycunHuu, EyHøttur,r n
[poq. H [poq. HyxHa Jrarub Aaqa Ha peKe. Taryp Harpa,qy
rqaer cy.qb6a nopruuu.

C BHcoru ue6ocrpe6os Mu B3HpaeM Ha Hx
HH.rroxecrsol..

Mu npmagugaeM r{THTb flpaBa no3ToB:

1. Ha yBenHr{eHne cJroBapfl B ero o6ueue
npoH3BoJrbHuMH H npH3Bo.qHHMH cJroBaMH (C¡ogo¡{oguecreo).

2. Ha Henpeo,qonnMyto HeHaBHcrb K cyrqecrBoBaBrrreMy

AO HHX fl3r{Ky.
3. C yxacoM orcrpaHnTb or ropÃoro qera cBoero H3

6aH¡rux BeHHKoB c.qe¡a¡ruutr Baun BeHoK rpouoaofi cJIaBH.

4. Cro¡ru Ha r¡uóe cJIoBa (Mu> cpe¿I,t cBucra H

HeroAoBaHHñ.

14 ecJrr ry eue H B Harrrrdx crpoKax ocraJrncb
rpfl3HHe x¡eËua Baurx <S.qpaeoro cMHcJIa>, To Bce xe Ha

Hlrx yxe rpefleqyr BnepBHe Sapuuqn Cauoqesuoro
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The manifesto was critical of the 'classics' of Russian literature,

from Pu5kin to the contemporaries Brjusov, Kuprin and Bunin. It
attacked them as conservative, unintelligible, and not relevant for
contemporary society. The manifesto also promised "to honour the

rights of poets to create new words, to have contempt for existing

language, to forego the 'honours' attributed to poets, and to stand on

the block of the word 'we'.36 This manifesto was more than just the

spirit of avant-garde Russian Futurism; it had, in a nutshell, given the

essential Futurist raison d'être. Futurism would be consistent to the

view outlined in A Slap until its demise, which is usually considered to

be the death of Majakovskij in April, 1930. The activist tendency in

Futurism strove to overcome the existing forms. Futurism

accomplished its highest achievements and its most profound failures in

the spirit found in the manifesto, A slap. Futurism's critical
perspective towards the literary canon propelled it forward, but was, in

the end, responsible for its demise.

The activist tendency of Futurism was evident throughout its

35. The manifesto was signed by D. Burljuk, Aleksandr Kruðenyx, V.
Majakovskij, and Viktor Xlebnikov. On the cover of A Slap the name B.
Liv5ic appeared, but apparently not as a signatory of the manifesto.
Pyccva<¡ ¡¡rrepar:¡pa: 'ropeno¡¡orrr¡or¡rrsrú nepr¡on. peÃ. H.A. Tpff$OUOS
(Mocxsa: l'oc. yve6no-ne¡ar. MHHHerepcrBo npocBeq,en¡ls pc+cp, 1962),
455-56. In his book The One and a Ífalf-Eyed Archer ltrans. John E. Bowlt
(Massachusetts: Oriental Research Partners, lg7ùl LivSic mentioned that he
had not signed and had no desire to sign the manifesto and was in general
disappointed with the text. The One, l2l-122; Markov, 45.

36. Markov, 46.
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existence. There are several examples of Futurism's activism from

l9l2 through to the publication of LEF in 1923. The various

manifestos of Futurism to 1923 arc consistent in their impatience, in

their demand for action, and their demand for breaking with

convention:

...Mr¡ BHÃBHHynu HoBHe npHHI{HnH TBopqecrBa, KoH HaM

flcHr¡ B cnelqyþuleM nopf,,qKe:

l. ...Mu pacurarann cHHTaKcI{c.

2. Mtr craJr?r rrpnÃaBarb co.qepxaHne cJIoBaM no Hx
Har{eprare¡uHoü u ÕoHernqecroË xapaKTepncruKe.
3. Haun ocoauaua ponb npncraaoK n cyÕQllrcos.
4. Bo Ht¿.fl cso6oÄH rntluoro cnyqafl MEt orpnl¡aeM
npaBoflHcaHHe.
...MH ¡rogbre JrþÃH HogoË xHgI{H.

(Ca¿or cygefi II, l9lÐ37

Hc guueu3JloxeHHoro BHAHo, rrro Ão Hac peqerBopt¡Ë¡

cnHuKoM MHoro pac6npa¡ucb B qereseqecxoü (AyIIIe>
(eara,qxl,r Ayxa, crpacrefi n qyBcrB), Ho nJloxo 3HaJIH, ttro

Ayury co3ÄaþT 6angn, a raK KaK MH, 6aa.$ 6yAer¡RHe,
6o¡uure .qyMann o cJIoBe, qeM o6 earacxannoü
llpeÄuecrBeHHHKaMH <<Ilcuxee>>, To oHa yMepna B

o,qnHoqecrBe H Terrepb B HaIIIefi e¡acrlr co3Ãarb ¡p6y¡o
HOByrO... CaXOTUU?

...Her1...
Ilycru yx nyque noxnByr cJroBoM KaK TaKoBHM a He

co6ofi.
(C¡oso KaK raKoBoe, 1913)s

uo
uTapHH cTpoH Ãepxancfl Ha Tpex KHTax.

Pa6crso r¡oJIHTH¡{ecroe, pa6crBo coIIHaJIbHoe, pa6creo

AyxoBHoe.
Oeaparucrafl peBoJror¡Hfl yHHrrroxHJIa pa6creo

nornTnqecroe. 9epHHMH tlepbf,Mn .qByrnaBoro opna
ycrnaHa .qopora e To6o¡¡cx. Eor¡6y coqna¡ruofi

3?. TpnSoxos, 456-5?.
3E. TpufoHos, 458.
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peBoJilor¡Hr,r 6pocl¿¡ IIoÄ KannTan oKTt6pb. .[aneKo Ha

ropr'rool{To Masqar x¡{pr{rJê caÃu y6eraþIq¡.rx orgoÃ¡r}rKog.
H ro¡uxo cronT Hero¡e6¡euÉ¡å Tpernü xsr - pa6creo

Ayxa.
IlonpexneMy H3Bepraer oH óonran 3arxnofi BoAH -
HMeHyeMHü - crapoe HcKyccrBo.

(laeera Öyrypctos, 1918)39

Tar sa¡uBaeMHe pexnccepul
Cxopo ttu 6pocute, Bu Ir KpÉ¡cH, Bo3uTbcfl c
6yraÕoprunHoË cqeHu?..

Tar HacHBaeMHe noarul
Epocnre rH Bu a¡u6o¡'r¡r¡¡e py¡a.qu?..

Tax saauBaeMHe xyÄoxHurnl
Epocure craBHTb pa3Hor¡BerHHe aanJrarKu Ha rrpoe¿euHoe
MHrI¡aMH BpeMeHH.

Ëpocure yKpaurarb 6e¡ rono He rflxeJryro xH3Hb
6ypxya-s?flitn...

0lEo, tg2Ð40

The above examples display a call for action, a call that would be

ever preseDt in the history of Futurism. The earlier manifestos were

emotive and focused exclusively on art. After 1917 the manifestos

took on a greater social and political significance.4l The activistic

tendency became united with the social programme of Futurism.

Prior to the Revolution, Futurism had not displayed a cohesive

political orientation. It had not aligned itself with the cause of the

Bolshevik revolutiou, and indeed, among the founding Futurists the full

39. '.Ilexper No.l o .qeMoxparn3ûr¡Hr{ HcxyccrBa,' Es¡erÂJþyr¡¿gçraB, 1918.

Jangfeldt, 21.

40. 'Toaapnqu - Qopr'ToBEHXH xngxu!' JIE9. 2 (1923): 3.

41. Golomstock, t.
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spectrum of political reaction to the Bolshevik cause could be seen.42

Indeed, Livöic wrote, that Futurism had not joined the Revolution, but

that Majakovskij joined the Revolution despite Futurism.4s The lack of
a common or shared political philosophy prior to the Revolution could

be seen as one of the problems that the Bolsheviks had with LEF afrer

the Revolution.{a Futurism's political commitment to the Rcvolution,

and specifically LEF's commitment, would always remain suspect.

After the Revolution the Futurists were the directing force within
lzo,45 they controlled the museums, galleries and academies.46

Majakovskij wrote that the state was more interested in the

organizational and production ability of Futurism rhan wirh its
definition of the æsthetic.4?

The antagonism the avant-garde displays towards society is the

second 'moment' of Poggioli's scheme. Russian Futurism had been

antagonistic to the public taste which preferred the writers which LEF

42. For example, Majakovskij was sympathetic to the Bolsheviks prior to
l9l?. He had been a member of the Bolsheviks, and when still a youth had
been arrested three times for revolutionary activities. tg. J. Brown,
Mayakovsky: A Popt in thp Revolution (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press,
1973'), 35-36.1 David Burljuk left Soviet Russia after lgzr for Japan, and
eventually emigrated to the United States. lMarkov, glt-19.1 Nikolaj Burljuk,
a white soldier, appears to have died in an engagement with the Red Army,
near Odessa. lRussell, l?2; Markov, 3lEl

43. Liv5ic, The One, 33.
,t4. llunaðarskij:l "With a person who has no convictions, or if he does

have them, wishes in any case that he did not. He is an empty vessel, form,
into which one may pour any desired content... In this sense LEF could
easily be fascist, ultracapitalist, militarist.- I. Kuznetsova, -A. v.
Lunacharsky and LEF,- Soviet Studies in T iterature { (tg?6), 'lO-?1.

45. Barooshian, ll7.
{6. Renato Poggioli, The Þoets of Russia 1890-la3o (Cambridge: Harvard

Univ. Press, l960), 244.

47. 'fl caM,' B. B. Masroncruú: coqugeHrq s ¡nyx roruax. T. I (Mocrsa:
llg¡arenrcrao <[Ipar¡a>, l9E7), 32-33.
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had pejoratively grouped toge[her as the "Tolstojs" and "Kuprins" of

contemporary Russian literature, and also towards the tradition in
Russian literature that had made it possible for such a group to be

successful. The avant-garde has been divided into two groups with

regards to its 'antagonistic relationship'; it expressed itself either as aD

opposition t,o the literary tradition ('ivory [ower'), or against society

(bohemian).aE Russian Futurism incorporated both trends. The dual

antagonism, expressed initially as a disregard for the artistic legacy of

the past and a hostility towards contemporary society, was essentially

bohemian. Early Futurism was destructively critical of the literary

tradition, but lacked a social or political commitment to focus its

development. Later, Futurism became politically committed to the

building of communism, and the urgency of the earlier Bohemian

manifestoes was combined wirh its new polirical orientarion.

At the core of ¿he avant-garde antagonism is the demand that

common perception and behavior, conditioned by society, should not

be accept,ed "uncritically."{9 Antagonism is essentialty a staûe of mind

that isolates the avant-garde from the offending society white ar the

same time uniting the members of the avant-garde. Antagonism is

"the individual revolt of the 'unique' against society," it is "showy" and

the most "noticeable" of the four moments.S0 At its most basic level,

the antagonism expressed by Futurism was one of a critical disposition,

and disappointment, in the offical, traditional culture. It was,

however, at any level, more than a juvenile rebellion against parental

Poggioli, The Theory. 30-3t.
Russell, 26.

Poggioli, The Theory, 30.

4t.
49.

50.
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authority as has been suggested.5l

The misunderstanding of the actions of the avant-garde, and in

particular of Russian Futurism, was initally due to its inability to

articulate a complete critique of the art of the past and develop its

objections, and to present an alternative programme. Russian

Futurism, prior to 1917, had not presented a theoretical position to

support its manifestos and proclamations. It had, in effect, dismissed

the legacy of the artistic past, a position that would Dot appear

reasonable. The complete dismissal of the art of the past is the third

moment of the avant-garde, that of nihilism.

The nihilistic tendency of the avaût-garde appeared to some as

juvenile and infantile, which prompted the comparison of Futurism to

the psychological disposition of a child: nihilism, wrote Poggioli, is

"innate in the soul of a child."52 An astute observation has been made

by Russell, tbat "the avant-garde's continued envisioning of the

promise of the future could only be done from their radical alienation

from the contemporary values of their society.53 While the nihilism

of the avant-garde has been used for summary dismissal of the

movement, it is an important compoDent of the internal dynamics of

the avant-garde. The realizaLion of the antagonism between the artist

and society (activism and antagonism, respectively) requires a

resolution for action, and it is found in nihilism.

Nihilism is an extreme expression of the avaut-garde's rejection of

51.'The escape from parental authority, a motivation no doubt germane to
the entire Futurist movement, was depicted by Kruchenykh in a small poem

which begins with -kpoi bogatstva begi ottsa.' Evelyn Bristol, 'Futurist
RejectionsofSentimentalism,-ín@ici$û,ed.Evelyn
Bristol (Berkeley: Berkeley Univ. Press, l9E2), 20.

52. Poggioli, The Theory. 62.

53. Russell, 6-7.
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social traditions, and also a window which opened towards the future.

The march into the future, at all costs, and against the society which

the avant-garde hoped to 'drag' forward, is truly a romantic vision.

The idea that there is a missiotr to complete, a sacrifice to be made for

future generations of artists is the last moment of the avant-garde.

This moment is called agonism.s4 It is clear why Poggioli wrotc that

"agonism is more pathetic than tragic" as the sacrifice was seen as the

destiny of the movement, representative of a "masochistic tendency" of

an "avant-garde psychosis."S5 It is on this level that the avant-garde,

having experienced despair and frustration in a 'blind' society, turas to

a romantic desire to change society through art. It is this paradoxical

situation that makes agonism pathetic, for no matter how 'futuristic'

the movement may be, it lives and dwells in the present society, and

eventually must return to the reality of the society against which it

rebelled. Still, the avant-garde rebels and attempts to turn disaster into

victory, to return to a truer time as in the past when, as in the 18th

century, there was the belief that "human motivation could lead to the

moral, political, spiritual, and æsthetic advance of culture as a whole."56

Agonism would appear to be the dynamic position within the

avant-garde that allowed for the political orientation of the movement,

for Russian Futurism's support of the Bolshevik government.

The cultural transformation of a society is usually just a dream,

but for Russian Futurism it became a real possibility with the success

of the 1917 Revolution. The avant-garde's political affiliation with

radical politics has proven fatal. History has showtr that, when it

Poggioli, The Theory, 65-67.
Poggioli, The Theory, 69,

Russell, 6.

54.

55.

56.
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became attached to radical politics, the avant-garde has lost its impetus

because its programme could not be realised through politicat means.S?

Leon Trockij noted, in 1924, that the Futurists were at their weakest

when they endcd as political participants lcommunistsl.St This was not

just an observation oD Futurism or oD LEF, but indeed, it could be said

of the avant-garde in general. Surprisingly, the reception of the

avant-garde by various societies had not been what one would expect:

The avant-garde is faced with an inimical situation that is
invariably accepted - even honoured - by the societies
against which it rebels, but is rejected by the
revolutiotrary societies that it seeks to advance. The irony
is intensified, yet explained, by the fact that the
avant-garde's claim to social significance has been
dismissed by the bourgeois culture that embraces it, even
invests in it, while both communist and fascist
govertrments agree that the avaDt-garde and art iD
general should be taken seriously. These regimes believe
that art, as ideology, is too serious a monster to be left
to the artists alone, and especially not to the avant-garde
and malcontent artists and writers.59

The four moments of the avant-garde have a place within Russian

Futurism. The four aspects of the movement discussed above do not

necessarily work together, but are often in conflict. The agonistic

tendency of Russian Futurism, namely its political committment to

communism, is the key component to the development of LEF's

literary politics. Agonism, it would appear, allowed for the linking of

57.

58.

Arbor:
59.

Poggioli, The Theory, 95; Russell, 32.

Leon Trotsky, Literature and Revolution.
Univ. of Michigan Press, t96t), 146.

Russell, 36.

trans. Rose Strutsky (Ann
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the social, political and cultural spheres of society into an

interdependent relationship. The Revolution had changed the polirical

situation in Russia, and therefore, the social and cultural aspects of
society also had to change. This aspect of LEF will be developed in

chapter three.

The spirit of Russian Futurism culminated in the production of
their journal, LEF.

The Emergence of LEF

On the 16th of January 1923 the journal, LEF, came inro being.6o

Its publication was the latest attempt, of Russian Futurism to propagate

its ideas on the interdependence of the political, social and artistic.

The content of the articles in LEF drew a negative respotrse from its
contemporaries; the articles had proposed a clear direction for art that

was in conflict with the accepted notion of art and culture, and also in

conflict with the Bolshevik government. LEF atracked rhe lirerary

"Canon based oD the belief in the role of literature in dissemimting

'high culture,' in providing intellectual continuity, in conveying the

cultural herit.age.'61 LEF proposed a direction for the cultural

development of Soviet Russia, and of a proletarian culture.

LEF's development of a Dew ¿esthetic marked the rise of its
conscious critical position towards contemporary Soviet and 'western

societies.

...Mt{ orIHcrHM Haule crapoe ,,MH": or Bcex IIHTaIoIIIHxcfl

60. Stephan, 24.

61. Halina Stephan, 'Futurism and the Social Function of
Literature,- Russian Ì iteratrrre and American Critics, Kenneth
N. Brostrom, ed. (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan, l9E4), 196.
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peBonþr{Hro HcKyccrBa - qacrb Bcefi oKTfl6puc¡<ofi BoJIH -
o6paruru B ocKap-yafi¡uÄoscxoe cauo-ycnaxAeHHe
3crernKoù panu 3crerI{KH, 6yurou paan 6ysra; or rex,
xro óeper or 3creruqecxofi peBo¡roI{HH ToiIbKo BHeluHocrb
cryvaüHux npHeMoB 6opu6¡¡...62

The narrow view of the earlier Futurism had changed, and LEF

displayed its concern with "the bigger questions of art and society."63

LEF's self-conscious political staud with regards to art and society

took its position beyond the theory of art and literature, and into the

realm of literary politics. LEF admitted the political role of all art,

and proposed that its cultural influence should be of practical use to the

society it served. The arts were by their very nature political,6'l the

question was whether the influence of the æsthetic served the desired

political direction of the state.

LEF and the various other literary groups that fought for

hegemony in the post-revolutionary period had entered into a new

fietd of literary criticism, namely Marxist literary criticism. Marx had

not presented a complete æsthetic, and the battles that were being

fought in the Soviet Union in the 1920s marked the early development

of a systematic Marxist theory of literature. LEF's chief editor,

Vladimir Majakovskij, had been involved with the Bolsheviks as a

youth and had probably read Marx. The other theoreticians of LEF,

Nikoaj Cuiak, Boris Arvatov, Sergej Tret'jakov, and Aleksandr Cejtlin,

contributed articles critiquing contemporary culture with Marx as their

62. 'B xoro Brpbr3aercs JIEO?' JIED. I (1923): 9

63. Trotsky, 126, l46i Erlich, lll-112.
64.',,TropqecrBo HonÞrx Hlqeonornrtecxnx HJIu MarepraJlbnbtx I¡egnocreü
Bor ror elqHHcrBeHHo r¡a,qexn¡¡ú xputepuít, c xoroPbtM p,nòrerTrar

no.qxoÃHT K xy.qox(ecrBy".' H.ô. 9yxar, 'floÃ sHaI(oM xn3Hecrpoesus,' IlE9. I

0923): 37.
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theoretical underpinning. The two works that were mentioned as

forming the basis for at least one afticle, "Marx on Artistic

Restoration," by Arvatov, were listed as The Eighteenth Brumaire of

Louis Bonaparte and An Introduction to the Critique of Political

Economy.65 Although LEF claimed to bc Marxist, its literary theory

was attacked by the Bolshevik govefnment and other literary groups as

'un-Marxist', nihilistic and, according to Lunaðarskij, dangerously

unprincipled.66 This assessment of LEF was due to its unrelenting

insistence on its reading of Marx, which was, undoubtedly, connected

to its avant-garde past. LEF insisted that Marx had paved the way for

its interpfetation of the new role of the æsthetic. Marx provided LEF

with historical and philosophical support for its literary politics, and

provided LEF with both its critique and its programme.6?

LEF's contribution to literary criticism has yet to be fully assessed.

LEF anticipated the importance of the 'political unconscious' within

literature,6E and the function and effect of the æsthetic on society.

The political and social practices in contemporafy society, according to

LEF, were conditioned and constructed through the use of an æsthetic

that served the ruling class. LEF proposed that if the æsthetic had

been used for the dominant class in society to maintain hegemony,

then ir could also be used by the new dominan¿ class in Soviet Russia,

65. Eopuc Apaaror, 'Mapxc o xyÃoxecraer¡¡roú PecraBPsl¡rn,' JlElÞ. 3

(1923): 77.

66. I. Kuznetsov, '4.V. Lunacharsky and LEF.' Soviet Studies in

Literature I (tgZO): æ-'16.

6?. To be discussed in detail in chapters 2 and 3.

6E. For a discussion on the political unconscious and æsthectics see:

Fredric Jameson, The Þolitical Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symholic

Act (New York: Cornell University Press, t9S?); Terry Eagelton, Lhe
Ideology of the ^esthetic (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, t990).
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the proletariat, to build a new art that would serve

The Seven Issues of LEF

Fowler 2?

the proletariar.

The format for the journal, LEF, had been clearly laid out by

Majakovskij and Brik in January 1923 when they presenred an

application for the proposed þurnal. Parr 1 was ro be a programmatic

section which would deal with articles on LEE's programme,

declarations, and resolutions. Part 2 would contain be the practical

section and it would promote the works of the 'masters'of LEE Part

3 would be the theory section, with articles of a scientific nature on

the topics of literature, sociology, and especially on the theory of
production and agitational arts.69 The format s/as not unique. The

earlier Futurist publications The Futurist Gazette, Art of the Commune

and Art all had a similar format.

A shared aspect of all the Futurist publications was the opposition

that they encountered. The Futurist Gazette published but a single

issue, lSth March 1918. It had cost 2,300 roubles ro prinr, and had

failed to provide a financial base for further publication.To The climare

of political uncertainty contributed to the failure of tbe Futurists to

convince the public of the urgency of their position. The two IZO

publications, Art of the Commune and Art, also ran into publication

difficulties. The Futurists had an influential position within IZO, but ir

was also insccure.Tl It depended on the Bolshevik tolerance of the

Futurists' claim to represent, the goverument, and also upon the support

of Lunaöarskij within the government. Indeed, the tolerance the

69. 9er'¡¡sxosa, 182,

70. Jangfeldt, Àrf4ia.kovskii,
71. Jangfeldt, Maiaßoyskii

t7,
37.

I lEn.
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Bolshevik government extended to Futurism was tactical, as it
immediately rallied to the Bolshevik cause after the Revolution.?2 As

The Art of the Commune and Art continued to attack the enemies of

the Revolution, and Futurism came under attack by the public and the

government, funds for publication became unreliable and there were

delays and finally a stop in publication. LEF experienced a similar

publishing history.

The journal, LEF, was to have been a motrthly publication.

However, only seven issues appeared between March 1923 and January

1925: there were lengthy delays between rhe third and seventh issues,

so long in fact that LEF stopped printing a publication dare on irs title

page. There was also a considerable fluctuation in the number of

issues published. The total issues published between second and third

issues dropped by 2,000 and then by anorher 500 berween the fifth and

sixth.?3 Perhaps one could argue that the drop was due to the

realisation by the government that there was not, the demand to

warrant such numbers.T4 Government. disapproval was also evident in

the reneged publishing agreement between the government pubtisbing

bouse, Gosizdat lfocy¿apcrBeHHoe H3ÄarenbcrBo - focncÃarJ and LEF.

72. Andrej Nakov, Avant-Barde Russe (England: Data Art, l9E6r. 92.
73. See Appendix E.

74. One can infer from the publishing statistics from newspapers in the
pre- and post-NEP period, that circulation expectations for journals may also
have been grossly over exaggerated. For example, prior to NEP neÌvspapers
had been distributed free of charge, and circulation for one newspaper, the
Russian Reoublic was 2.6 million per day for January 1922. In August 1923,
after NEP and when a price had been placed on ne\nspapers, circulation was
down to I million. Similar trends lvere experienced by other nelvspapers, and
it was not until late in the 1920s that volume of printed material returned to
the pre-NEP levels. Jeffery Brooks, 'Public and Private Values in the Soviet
Press, l92l-192E.' Slavic Review, I (19E5): l?.
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The combined disturbances around L_EE, aD inconsistent publishing

practice (a monthly publication that appeared to be more bi-yearly), a

decreased number of issues published, with a relatively high price of 9

roubles for a year or 5 roubles for six Donths,?5 would not make LEF

an attractive purchase. The siugle issue prices were also very high:

the first issue was 1 rouble 25 kopecks, 2 - I r. 15 k., 3 - I r. 75 k.,

and 4 - 2 r. 75 k.?6 The first four issues had alrcady exceeded the

half-yearly price by 2 roubles 40 kopecks. Considering that LEF

never attained its monthly publishing status, LEF would be a risky and

expensive subscription.T? Unfortunately, there are, as of yet, no

published records of actual sales, an essential figure to gauge the

reception of LEF by its intended readership.

The publishing history of LEF provides some insight into the

events surrounding the development of LEF's literary politics. There

would appear to have been opposition to LEF almost immediately upon

publication. The first two issues of LEF were not well received by the

Party or the other literary groups of the time. Vhile under heavy

criticism, and personal attack in other journals and newspapers, LEF

published its third issue. The attacks on LEF had been personal, and

challenged the character and morals of the Futurists. LEF was

prompted to defend their support of the Revolution, their activities

during the civil war and the nature of their art.?E Coincidently, as

early as the second issue LEF displayed changes. The boundary

(Mocrsa: I'oc. lt¡.Ear., 1924), 89.ôyryprrgÈr !r penor¡ouns75. H. I'op.nor,

76. I'opaor, E9.

77. Majakovskij felt that the price was too expensive for the target
readership, the younger generation. Stephan, 26.

?E. O. Epux, 'Cocnoscxor'ry,' JIE$. 3 (1923)z 4, C. Tperrøxoa, 'Orxpuroe
r¡HcbMo,' JIEQ. 3 (1923): 5.
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between the various sections of the þurnal were loosened, and there

was a migration of theory articles to the programme section.

T/ithin the the programme sections of issues 1,3, and 4 are

sixty-seven pages that could be considered theoretical articles, as they

dealt with the LEF's central position of life-building, the development

of a new Soviet culture, and the position of Futurism with regards to

the politics of the Bolshevik Party. The first issue had only one

theory article in the programme section. However, the third issue had

five articles and the fourth issue had an additional four. There is not,

as of yet, any concrete documentation to advance a hypothesis of

Party interference in LEF's publication; however, there is considerable

circumstantial evidence to suggest a possible reason for the unorthodox

composition of LEF's programme section.

The third issue is the pivotal issue in LEF's defence and

dissemination of its theory. The third largest issue of the seven, with

the most space devoted to theory. Out of 187 pages 113 were devoted

to theory or in defence of its theory, accounting for 60 pefcenl of the

issue. The unusual publishing history of LEF's second issue, perhaps,

presents a clue to the appearance of theoretical and polemical articles

being published in the programme section.

The second issue was devoted to May Day.79 As with all

publications in the Soviet Union, the journal had to submit its proposed

copy to the censors. For reasons unexplained, or not substantiated by

hard documentatiotr, the second issue of LEF was Dot initially published

in its ent,irety. The programme and practical sections were published

on time for the May Day celebrations. However, the theory section

did not appear until well after May Day; and when published it was

79. See Appendix B or C.
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accompanied by the reprints of the other sections.EO Arvatov's highly

critical article on NEP, as well as articles on æsthetics, language

building and Futurism were in the second issue. Perhaps the answer is

as simple as it appears: it would have been an embarassment for the

Bolshevik government to have the May Day celebrations and the new

programme of NEP attacked by a journal financed by the government.

Vith the celebrations over, the journal was published in its entirety.

There are two possible explanations for LEF's placement of

theoretical and polemical articles in sections of the journal other thatr

the theory section: 1) LEF moved some polemical articles to the

programme section after the second issue, to avoid losing all of their

theory articles to delays by censorship, as had happencd with the

second issue; 2) thar LEF did Dot strictly adhere to its definition of the

theory and programme sections of the journal, just as the avant-garde

assertion of the interdependence of political, social, and cultufal

spheres. It is not meant to imply that LEF sought to 'sneak'

theoretical articles by the censors. The second issue had been published

in two parts, with no theoretical articles appeafing in the first

published section. Had LEF placed theoretical articles in the

programme seclion of the second issue, then a split of the issue could

still allow for a 'full' presentation of the LEF's literary endeavours,

declarations, literary works and theoretical articles. Nor is it meant to

imply that the placement of theoretical afticles in the pfogramme

section would 'speed up' the publication of the journal. It is more

likely that the erratic format of LEF caused delays in publication.

Any discussion on the motives for the inclusion of articles into one

section of anot,her must remain, for the time being, purely speculative.

t0. Stephan, 35.
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There are not, as of yet, any published articles on the criteria that

LEF used to define the articles that would appear in the various

sectioDs.

The fifth issue of LEF is particularly noteworthy. This issue was

subjected to the confiscation of the entire programme section, which

consisted of a sample advertisement for the sale of Lenin busts and a

single page article "He ropryüre JIeHnHuul", this section of the þurnal
disappeared entirely, and it opposed to the proliferation of Lenin busts

and 'kecpsakes' after the death of the lcader.El The confiscation of this

section appears to have been made either as a reconsideration of the

censor concerning the topic of Lenin, or very close to the approval of

publication, as the confiscated section appears in tbe table of contents

of the journal but not in the journal itself. The article was never

published and survives only in one issue of the journal contained in

the Lenin State Library in Moscow.E2

The most complete and consistent formulation of Futurist literary

politics was completed within the journal, LEF.

El. 'He ropnyüre Jlesurlu¡¡!' ['Ne torgujte Leninym!'l JIBÞ.

3-4. See Appendix D for original text and translation.
t2. Lars Kleberg, -Notes on the poem Vladimir ll'ið Lenin."

Majakovskij: Memoirs and Fssays. Eds. Bengt Jangfeldt and Nils
(Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1975), 167.

5 lrl (re2a):

In Vladimir
Ä.k" Nih=on.
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Mu 6opolucb co crapHM 6¡¡rou.
Mu 6y¡eu 6oporucn c ocrarKaun aroro 6ura
B Cero.4Hfl.

C reu¡,1, KTo noa3¡llo co6crBenHux ,qoMKoB
3aMeHHn noecïefi co6crseHHHx ÄoMKoMoB.
PaHuue MH 6oponucb c 6uxaur óypxyac¡lu.
Mu 3narnpoBaJrH xerrHMr{ roóraun H
pa3ManeBaHHHMH nHI¡aMH.
Tenepu ¡,ru 6opeucs c xeprBaMu arnx 6uxos
B HaIIIeM, COBeTCKOM, CTpOe.

Haue opyxHe npr{Mep, arHTar¡Hfl,
npolaraHAa.

JIEÖ, 1923.æ

Chapter Two

LEF's Cririque of Arr

Marxist orientation

Futurism was alt,ered through the events of the Revolution. The

original impetus for Futurism's criticism of art had been its contacr

with 'traditional' art. Russian Futurism was born out of a profound

boredom with all the classics.ta It initially manifesred itself as a revolt

against the existing art forms. According to LEF, the Revolution had

provided both the social conditions possible for LEF's desired cultural

change, and the theoretical support for the cause and means for such a

change.

E3. 'B Kono Bnpbrgûercs JIEÖ?' JIEö t (1923): 9. See Appendix A for
English translations of all Russian texts.

E4' 'or cKy¡<H paxMaHoBcxoú ... Ha Bcro rJraccnqecxyro cryKy ... po¿qgncc
poccuúcrrrú Syrypnsrrr.' 'n carq.'F. R- Macrrr.ncrr¡ú: eor¡er¡er¡uq n nnwv
rflM¡¡f" r. I (Mocrpa: H¡ÀareJrbcrBo <Ilpaa¡a>, lgET), 92.
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The theoretical underpinning for LEF's dialectical approach to the

cultural development. of society was based on two works by Karl

Marx: The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte and The

Introduction to the Critique on Political Economy.E5 LEF's

interpretation of Marx was rigid and the conclusions drawn were to be

closely followed because of the logic of the dialectical process. Boris

Arvat,ov presented the LEF position in his article "MapKc o

xy¿oxecrseHHoü pecrpaBpar¡Hr{." l"Marks o xudoãestvennoj restavracii"

- "Marx on artistic restoration."lE6 The scientific analysis of culture

along the dialectic approach afforded LEF the opportunity to offer a

solution to the present cultural difficulties the Soviet government was

experiencing.

LEF argued that contemporary Soviet society, in the 1920s, was in

the midst of a cultural crisis.ET Öuãak wrote that the crisis was a

serious matter to the arts, a question of "to be or Dot to be." This

serious crisis in Russian culture had been brought about, according to

Öuåak, because of the failure to answer a basic question: what do we

consider the art of our time?EE

LEF offered to answer this question through an article by Boris

Arvatov. The answer appeared to be straightforward: culture was a

development of the social relations in society, and the content of art

85. 'Bocer"rnaqaroe 6prorrrepa JIyn Eonanapra' Maprc ¡r 3nne¡rc. Co6pa¡¡lre

cor¡rr¡{el¡l¡ù. r. III. (Mocraa: I'ocr¡BÃar, t92l):'BBeAeHr¡e E KpHTHKe

norltrnqecxoü gxoHov¡{n' ô¡uaourra nna6ncvrr E^frEruuÞ^qaü aqaunuuu peÃ.

lI. .Ilso¡aür¡Kono n Yl. Py6n¡ra. (Mocrsa: locusgar, 1922). Sar"receuno B crarbe
E. Aprarona, 'Maprc o xygoxecrsenHoú pecrpaspaq¡¡n,' JIE[ 3 (1923); 77.

E6. Apnaroa, 'Mapxc,' 79-96.

67. 'Haue pyccxoe HcxyccrBo, Bcex BH¡qoB ero, or no33HH Ao xHBonHcH rl
Tearpa, nepexnlaet ceÉsac Heo6u.raüHoe tsaroe-To nepenoMHo€ coctocnne.'
H. I4. t{yxax, '[Iog 3HaKoM,' JIEô I (1923): 12.

EE.'qro ¡Fe crlnTarb ucxyccrBoM B Harrrn ¡¡gy^?'9yxar,'llo¡ snaror"r,'12.
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was defined by the 'conscious aim' of the artistic form.E9 Culture does

not develop into lower forms but can be seen, at times, as a

comparativety lower form; but, in general, cultures, like societies,

develop into higher forms.

Arvatov wrote that Marx had established the connection between

the forms of art and its historical stage of develoPment.9o Art was

historically determined and linked to the social and political

development of society, and therefore, LEF maintained it was

progressive. The art of earlier periods of history were the earlier,

developmental stages of the current art forms. Art was to be viewed

as a historical fact, and it was a natural course for art to develop into

more advanced and complex forms, just as society in general

progressed to more advanced forms.9l

Greek art had been the example Marx used for his discussions of

the nature of art in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, and

LEF drew heavily from this example. Arvatov quoted Marx on the

essential nature of Greek art:

fpeqecKoe HcKyccrBo, npe.qnonaraer rpeqecKyto
runsororn¡o, T.-e., npnpo.qy n o6u¡ecrBeHHHe óoput¡, yxe
no¡yqHBurHe 6ecco3HarenbHyro xy,qoxecrBel{Hyþ
o6pa6orry B Hapo,qnoü OaHracn¡¿. 3ro ee Marepna¡. Ho He

¡p6aa uuöo¡orøs H He ¡lo6aa 6eccocuareJIbHafl
xy,qoxecrBeHHat o6pa6orra npnpoÄt¡...Ð

Greek art, according

Greek social foundations,

Marx, could not be separated from the

culture, and that it was connected only to

Io

its

E9. Apsaroa,
90. Apaaroa,
91. Apraror,
92. Apsaron,

'Mapxc,' ?7.

'Maprc,' ?9.

'Maprc,' ?9.

'Mapxc,' E0.
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that society.93 The content of its art form was historically bound to

the society from which it rose, and it developed in a particular fashion

due to its social development and not in spitc of it.ga Therefore, thcre

was a normal development from one art form to another, as societies

devcloped into morc complex forms.95 This is not to say that various

art forms are linear extensions of a single form, or of a particular

historical time, but that they are the result of the social relations

(environment) of a particular society at a particular time.96 Thc

beauty and meaning (content) of art was to be understood as the result

of a particular society's development and achievements. Arvatov

elaborated further that:

lfpesecxoe HcKyccreol npexpacgo IIoroMy, rITo flBrflercf
opfaHHqecKr,rM pe3yJrbraroM, 6ecucryccBeHHHM
BË¡flBJreHHeM cgoeü coócreeHHoü cpeÄH, noroMy ttro
,,rpeKn 6am HopManbHHMH ,qerbMn", noroMy qro ltx
@opuu ,,HI,IKorÄa He Moryr noBTopnTbcg cuoaa"...
[fpe,{ecKr.re Sopr'rul ttpeKpacHÊ{ HMeHHo orroro H ToJIbKo
orrofo, qro oHH KorÄa-To 6lu¡n HopManbHÉ¡MH Ll HHKorAa

TaKHMH 6o¡uue ne 6y¿yr...97

He maintained that art as a social and historical fact was the necessary

conclusion to be drawn from Marx. It was unique and could never be

9 3. 'l'pexecxoe 
'rcKyccrBo Hepa3pblaHo cBs3aao c rpeqecy.uvttl

o6q,ec.rseHlrbrMu orHortrelawÃvtr, H ToJIbKo c gHr'ru.' Apnaron, 'Maprc,' E2.

94. Terry Eagleton, Marxism and Literary Criticism (London: Methuen,
t976), t2.

9 5. '...ro KyAa ecrecrBeHHee H JIornqnee 6¡t¡o 6u cra3arb:
coqlraJrrlcrxqecxoe o6q,ecrso, 3aMeHHB qeropexa ¡ucoroù Texxuxoú,
--3aMeHHT H qeJrorexo-no,qo6goe HcryccrBo HcryccrBoM Bhrcoxoú texr¡¡rxn.'
Apnaron, 'Mapxc,' 85.

96. Apnaron, 'Mapxc,' 83.

97. Apnaror, 'Mapxe,' 83-E4.
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recreated anew. The problem arose, according to LEF, when the art

of the past became "the cult of past." Marx was not specific in The

Eighteenth Brumaire concerning the attraction of Greek art. However,

in Grundrisse der Kritik der politischen Okomonie, Marx addressed the

apparent paradox of Greek art, he noted that:

The difficulty does not lie in coming ro undersrand that
Greek art and the epic poem are connected with certain
forms of social development. The difficulty is that they
still afford us artistic pleasure and in that in certain
respects represent models of perfection and unattainable
standards. A man cannot become a child once again or
else he will become childish. Bur does he not enjoy the
naiveté of a child and musr he not himself again try to
recreate the truth of childhood on a higher level? ...Why
should not the historical childhood of mankind, where ir
showed itself in its greatest beauty, exert an external
attraction as a stage that will never recur?9E

The influence that aÍt exerts is through what it represents. The

beauty and attraction of art are not, the question, but the function of

art, what it represents and how it works within society. Art was a

superstructure of society, and its æsthetics was a part of ideology.99

The social and historical forces within society gave art its class

content. The question again returns to the content of art. According

to LEF, the form of art determined its content, aDd content was "the

ideological side of artistic production."lo

In The Eighteenth Brumaire, Marx noted that the content of

9E. Karl Marx, -Grundrisse der Kritik der politischen Okomonie,- lt5?-5E,
Karl Ma¡*: Fconomy- Class and Social Revolution. Z. A. Jordan, ed. (London:

Micheal Joseph, l97l), 197.

99. H. I'oploa, 'O rþyrypn3Max,' 6i Eagleton, Magism. 5.

100. I'opaoa, 'O Qyrypuemax,' 6.
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borrowed traditions had been used by the bourgeoisie to lend legitimacy

to a class struggle [capitalism versus feudalism], and also to inspire and

delude itself. Once the struggle was won the borrowed traditions were

removed. Marx wrote: "There [in the French Revolution] the phrase

went beyond the content; here [in the nineteenth centuryl the content

goes beyond the phrase."lot LEF attached great importancc to the

quote on the phrase "beyond content," and attacked what it perceived

as a misconception concerning the quote:

"O6g¡.¡lto gra IIHTara npHBo.qHTcg MapKcHcraMH or
ScrerHKH ,qtfl Toro, qro6u ÀoKa3arb, rITo, no Mapxcy
,,co¡,epxaune onpeÃenter öopMy", HrH Hnaqe roBopf,, B

troHflTHe coÄepxaHHe 3.qecb BKnaÃHBaeTcff HÄeoJlorHqecKaf,
cTopoHa xyÄoxecTBeHHoro npoH3BeÄeHHfl, ero c¡oxeT B

ruupoKoM cMt¡cJIe croea."l@

It was neither the 'will' nor ideology which defined the form of

art, but the 'notorious' content, the conscious aim of art that

determined its form. Arvatov pointed out, that. the term "content' used

by Marx must have a broader meaning than merely that of an æsthetic

interpret¿¡ie¡.103 As ideology had been freed from the role of

establishing the content of art,, Arvatov proposed another possibility.

Content, according to Marx, performed a "revolutionary process"

which gave rise to new artistic forms. Content was Do[ only æsthetic,

l0l. Karl Marx and Fredrick Engels: Selected Works in Two Volumes,

I (London: Lawrence and \ilishart, 1950), 226-27.
102. Apraros, 'Mapxc,' 91.

103.'Iloror"ry oqeBHAHo, rITo cJIoEo,'co.qepxagge" ynotpe6¡exo Mapxcor"r

KaxoM-To ÃPyroM, oTJIHTIHOM OT 3CTeTHTIeCKOTO HCTOJIKOBaHHST CMbICJIe.

KaKoM-xe nr"renno?' Apuaron, 'Maprc,' 91.

v.

B
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but also social and political. Arvatov explained that:

Fowler 39

Hc KoHTeKcra BH,qHo, tITo noÄ coÄepxaHneM Mapxc
noHHMaJr coÄepxaHHe Toro peBonloqHoHHoro npoqecca,
roropufi co3Ãaer re HrH rrnHe xyÄoxercBeHgt¡e Qopuu,
T.-e. coI¡HaJIbHHe SaAaqH, COI¡HanbHHe I{enU 3TOrO
ttpoqecca: B To BpeMfl, KaK B 3rroxy 6ypxyacuux
pesornr¡nfi öoput¡ coo6ula¡or,,qpe3Mepuoe guaqeHne

.qanHofi 3aÄaqe", cKpHBaþT,,6ypxyaagoe opraunqeHHoe
co.qepxaHue" 6oga6u, - B Snoxy nponerapcxofi perolþqnø
oHH Moryr Br¡KoBr¡Barbcfl ToJrbKo B rrpoqecce cauofi
6opu6u, s flpoqecce co3nareJlbHoro Ãocrrxeunfl
co3HareJrbHo xe [ocraBJIeHHHX 3aÄarr; TaM oHH 6u,tn
,,cpeÄcrBoM cauoo6uaHa",,,6eHraJbcKHM orHeM",
3crerrqecrofi Kpacorbr, - oÃecb oHH 6y.qyr cnyxnTb
cor¡HaJrbHofi qe¡ecoo6pacHocruþ. lot

The content of art was not merely one-sided but multi-faceted.

The organizational content of art was shaped by a class politic and was

influenced by social developments. All aspects of content, the æsthetic,

social and political, were present in the form of art, which in turn

could be used for "social expediency".lo5 Definite artistic forms arise

f rom specific social developments or slste6s.106 The specific use of

art defined its ideological content.

Art encompassed all areas of life: social, political, and æsthetic.

This could, perhaps, justify LEF's assumption that its work was parallel

to the Bolshevik's. The social and political situations within Russia

had, according to LEF, changed through the Revolution to allow for

the eventual disintegration of the class society withitr communism.

The new order would necessarily require a Dew art form that would be

Apaaroa, 'Mapxc,'
Apraroa, 'Mapxc,'
Apraros, 'Mapxc,'

104.

t05.
l06.

92.

92.
82.
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an integral part of that new society.

It is important to note that for LEF the ideological function of art,

per se, was not a Degative aspect. By acknowledging the class politic

of art, LEF admitted its ideological function. However, as the

ideological function was an intricate part of art, LEF opposed its use

in what it perceived as an ideologically inappropriate fashion, as Marx

had observed its use in the French Revolution and the French

Commune of 1848. Art had a specific function according to LEF, a

'revolutionary function' that was interdependent in the political, social

and æsthetic spheres and was to develop new forms as society itself

developed.

"TBopgecrBo HoBt¡x H¡eolornqecKnx IIJIH MarepHanbHHX
qeHHocrefi - Bor ror elqHHcrBeHHo HaÄexHuü xpntepufi, c
KoropuM .qHaneKTHK fIoAxoAHT K xyÃoxecrBy."lû7

To LEF the various stages of artistic development ran parallel to

the building of communism and to the develpment of the society in

general. LEF's formulation of a functional definition of the æsthetic

in society, which was based on Marx, attached a highly political and

socially relevant role to the new art. A new understanding of the

various aspects of art (their interdependence), the removal of the

deceptive nature of the æsthetic, propelled LEF to a harsh critique of

contemporary Russian culture.

107. Hyxax, 'IIo¡ gnaxor"r,' 3?.
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LEF's critique

LEF's critique of the Russian cultural heritage can be seen as the

culmination of irs Futurist past with the theoretical political
underpinning of Marxism; the application of dialectical marerialism in

the development of a new æsthetic. LEF specifically attacked the

æsthetics of Russian culture, a culture that was recognised by the left

and ceDtre of the Soviet state as having cntered a stage of crisis.l0E

Fut,urism, prior to the Revolution, had initially rejected the role of
traditional art of the past on æsthetic grounds. It had identified the

æsthetic of Russian culture as the purveyor of a decrepit, foreign and

regressive art. form. LEF later, with a Marxist understanding, attached

a political and social significance ro the æsthetic rhat had been

identified as the carrier of a class politic.

The æsthetic was not merely sublime but also an active ideological

force, a force in the temporal world. sergej Tret'jakov noted that the

new active role of the æsthetic would be grounded in the real world.

...óyrypncrH AoJrxHH Becrr{ 6ofi sHyrpr,t 3Toro Oponra
HcKyccrBa lrar oÄHoe ocrpeüunx KJraccoBHx opy¿nfi
noc¡eücrnnfl Ha ncnxnxyl Hcnonb3yfl norpe6leHne MaccaMH
IIpo,qyKToB 3crerrrlecKoro [pon3Bo.qcrBa, - 6ofi ga BKyc, -
IIpOTHBOIIOCTaBJItfl MaTepïailHcTHr¡ecKyto ToqKy 3peHHfl
Hlqeann3My H naccen3My.lo9

The essence of LEF's criticism of past art focused on its inability

108. For an contrary view to LEF, although agreeing with the premise of
a state of crisis, see; H. Eep¡eea, Kpr¡rrc ncr:¡ccrsa (Mocxaa: t'ocne¡ar, l9l8).

109. C. Tperrexor, 'Orry¡a u xy¡a,' JIEô t (192J): 199
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[o successfully capture the new dynamics of the proletariat.llo The

barrier between art and life, temporal and sublime, also existed

between the proletariat and society. The idealism and fetishism of

bourgeois culture had served the ruling class. Ideatism created and

perpetuated a dualism within the psyche of the proletariat and placed a

barrier between the proletariat and society.llt The ideals of bourgeois

society were not those of the proletariat, nor of the worker. Idealism

gave t,he impression that the troubles and trials of the temporal world

were to be endured because they were exceptions to the ideal and to

the rule. And because the ideals held up as eternal truths were not

connected to the real world, to a part of the proletariat, it could not

have a meaningful formative influence. The ideals were meaningful

to the bourgeoisie, it affirmed and motivated them. The ideals of the

bourgeoisie cannot be meaningful to the worker, because they are not

the ideals of the worker. A barrier had been placed between the

worker and art, the worker had been alienated from art, and art from

him. This barrier ext.ended beyond rhe arr and into language and daily

life.

LEF combined its radical perception of art with its interpretation

of Marx's position on art. Through its interpretation of Marx, LEF

formulated a theoretical link between aÍt, society, and politics. In

1923 LEF rejected the 'role' of the art of the past based on a new

understanding of the æsthetic, based on a new view of the function of

rhe æsthetic, a theory which became its literary politics.

The funcrion of the æsrhetic had been adapred by LEF inro its
literary politics. The revolt of the æsthetic has been likened to an

ll0. 9yxax, -flo¡ 3HaroM,'
lll. 9yxax, "IIo¡ 3HaKoM,'

t7.
t6.
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extension of the ftsvel¡¡i6¡.112 Nikolij Gorlov wrote, in his 1924

book on Futurism, that:

l<Þyrypucrul Ha.ra¡H c paorpoMa acrernKn. Ho 6nr r
3crernKa, 3To -- To xe caMoe, qro uc6a u eë rpuua.
KorÄa rpoMflT Kpr{uy, gro 3HagHT, t{To rpoMflT yxe
n36Y.''ll3

Art and society [6urll14 were united in the æsthetic, and to 'smash'

one would necessarily involve the smashing of the other as well. As

society had been changed in the Soviet Union through a radical change

in politics, it followed, argued LEF, that culture had to change through

a radical æsthetic.

The political and economic revolutions u/ere to have a counterpart

in a spiritual revolution, it was to be the third ¡svel¡¡is¡.Il5 LEF

based its position on its understanding of the new socially productive

force of art versus its traditional reflective practice; the positive

practical application of new art versus the tregative ideological

constriction of the traditional past. The productive æsthetic would

create a new existence l6ur¡re - bytie - beingl through the creation of

new artistic forms that would change the daily life [6ur - byt -
daily*lifel of the Soviet citizen by eliminating the division of artistic

forms and everyday life.

ll2. Vahan D. Barooshian,'Russian Futurism in the Late 1920s: Literature
of Fact,- Slavic and Fast F'uropean Journal I (1971): 36.

l13. I'opnoa !Þylyg¡¡¡u, 2lH.
It4. Eur -'\May of life.'[The O-ford R¡ssian-English fìietionary. Marcus

Wheeler. 2nd Edition, (Oxford: Claredon Press, l9S4). The English equivalent
of '6¡rr' falls short of all the implications of the Russian usage. LEF used byl
in a very negative way prior to the Revolution. It was meant to encompass

the tedium and mind numbing routine of everyday life.
tl5. Jangfeldt, "Russian Futurism," 6E.
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U ocJrn nporpaMMoü MaKcHMyM @yrypncron ßBJrsercs
pacrBoper{He HcKyccTBa B xH3I{H, coSHaTeJIbHaf,
peopfaHH3ar¡Hfl fl3HKa ITpHMeHHTeJTbHHM HOBHM @OpUaU
6lutun, .qpaKa oa 3MoIIHoHanbHHü TpexaK IcHXHKH
rrpoH3Bo.qHTeJrfl-noTpe6nTeJrr, To rIporpaMMofi-MHHHMyM

óyrypncroB-peqeBHKoB ffBJIflercfi nocraHoBKa cBoero
fl3r¡KoBoro MacrepcrBa Ha c¡yx6y rtpaKTnqecKllM 3aÄaqaM

ÃHff'l16

Boris Arvatov's article "Marx on Artistic Restoration" in the third

issue of LEF established the theoretical foundation of a new æsthetic,

based on Marx. It was connected to the political order, and to the

society in which art developed.ll? Æsthetics was seen as an intricate

part of a particular society, in a particular era it was a superstucture

of a particular society.l lE Arvatov elaborated on the rise of art within

specific societies:

Be¡nxne xyÄoxecrBeHHHe Oopr'rt¡ npounoro He
BoctlpI{HHMaþTcfl yrþryr, KaK 3aKoHHo tr geo6xo.qnt'ro
npøHaÄnexall¡He npoulnoMy. VIM, TeopernKaM, HarIHHaer
Kaoarbcfl, rrro pa3 3TH öopur¡ TaK coBepIIIeHHH, (r.-e.
opFaHHqHH, -HHaqe Be,{b HeJIb3fl fIOHHMaTb COBepIIIeHHCTBO,

ecJIH, KoHeqHo, He Bcrarb Ha no3HIIHro uetaóne¡rxog,
a6co¡¡orn3npyrolunx Sopuu), aHaqHT coBeprr¡euHa H grroxa,

HX CO3.qaBIIIafl, 3HaqHT HaM OCTaeTCfl TOJIbKO yqHTbCff y
Hee, Bo3Bo¡l¿uoü a o6paceq Ã¡s ¡¡oóoro BpeMeHH n ¡¡o6oro
!IaPo4¿.119

Arvatov identified the theoretical problem that was essential for

LEF to overcome: how to coherently articulate a position which both

116. Tpemnroa, 'OrryÃ ,' 202.

l17, Apaaros, 'Mapxc,' El.
llE. I-opron, 'O Qyrypnsnaax,' 6.

Il9. Apaaron, 'Maprc,' El.
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rejected the role of the art of the past, while Dot rejecting the

achievements of the past. He noted that the theoretical link of art to

a particular society had a concrete historical foundation.

Ec¡u EnÃ coBpeMeHHoro no.(paxereJrfl agTnrrnocrr,r
rpeqecKoe l{cKyccrBo .qocrofiHo 6ur¡ ¡uro¡ofi, noroMy qro
oHo Ilpexpacuo, To Änfl Mapxca oHo flpeKpacuo noroMy,
¡rTo rBJrfleTcfl opraHHqecKI{M pe3yJIbTaToM,
6ecucxyccrBeHHoM Br¡rBJreHHeu csoefi co6crgenuofi cpeÃn,
IIoroMy gro "rpeKu 6ll,ru HopManbHÉ¡MH ÃerbMu", floroMy
qro Hx öopuu "HHKorÀ,a He Moryr noBTopnTbcfl cHoBa".lÐ

LEF relied on the application of Marx's dialectic for its view of

"going beyond" the present forms through the "assimilation" of old

forms in production of newer ones; the dialectical formula, thesis -
antithesis - synthesis, is clearly visible here, and was acknowledged by

LEF.l2l Although LEF had aligned itsclf with Marx oD thc qucstion of

the cultural development of society, as had the other literary groups

and the Bolshevik government, LEF found no support from either the

Bolshevik government or other literary groups. It was clear that there

was a basic misunderstanding between LEF and the Bolshevik

government, and LEF and other literary groups.

The major problem LEF had to address was that of its

interpretation of Marx's position towards the development of culture in

pre-industrial and industrial societies. Arvatov relied heavily on Marx

for the theoretical support LEF required in order to claim credibility.

LEF viewed the development of cul[ure as progressive, improving

upon and moving beyond existing forms. Cultural art forms were to

120. Apraroa, 'Mapxc,' E3-E4.

12l. I'oploa, 'O Syrypusmax,' 15.
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be placed both within a specific historical period and within a

particular society. Art had significance within its own society and,

therefore, with regards to proletarian art, Arvatov quoted Marx:

...IITO6H NPH.qTH K CBOEMY CO6CTBEHHOMY HCKYCCTBY,

npo¡eTapHaTy npHÄeTcf .qo KoHr¡a BHTpaBHTb
öernuncrnqecruü Kynbr xy.qoxecrBeHHoro npounoro H

orreperbcfl Ha rrepe.qoeofi onHT coBpeMenHocrn. OcHosHoü
¡aÃaqefi llponerapcKoro HcKyccrBa flBJrf,ercfl He crnJrn3aqnfl
IIoil IIpoueÄuee, a co3ÄaHHe, co3HaTeJIbHoe u
oprannqecKoe co3.qaune 6y¿yrqero.l22

To uuderstand that art had developed within the confines of a

particular society meant that one had to be wary of the development

of a 'cult of the art of the past.' Implicit in this warning was LEF's

belief that tbe art of the past was perceived as superior to

coDtemporary aft. Marx's warning was brought into perspective by

Arvatov when he wrote on the contemporary perception of art. Art

critics turn to the various 'artistic blossomings' of various eras in the

very fashion that had been warned against. Arvatov attacked the

critics who regarded art of various eras as miraculous exceptions to

the rule, rather than as a historical fact, or as a known natural course

of social and cultural developme¡¡.!23 The form of art has to be

placed within its society's stage of development. Arvatov wrote:

Oopuu pacr.¡Bera npeaparqaþTcfl B roJroBe HcKyccrBoBeÃa B

Qopun HopMarHBHHe, B aBTopr{Tapuo ¿eücrnynu¡ne
o6pacqu, H BMecro roro, qro6u nouflTb, KaKnM o6pacou
3TH öopuu Bo3HHKJTH B HcroprqecKn r{SxHTHe HaMH

nepHoÃt¡, HcKyccTBoBe.q HaqHHaeT pacr¡eHHBarb crerreHb
xyÄoxecTBeHHoro pa3BHTHfl 3noxH c ToqKH 3peHHfl Tex

Apraroa, 'Mapxc,'

Apraron, 'Maprc,'
t22.
t23.

'tE.

79.
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BHCOKHX oOpr'r, KOTOpHe 3Ta SnOXa Co3Äana. BUeCre C

TaKofi pacr{eHKofi, npeBpauaþueü Öopr.ru B a6cortor,
HeMe.qnenno repgercfl H3 BH.qa Hcropnqecrnü xapaKTep
HCKyCCTBA, H AHAilH3 nOCJreAHerO OTpt¡BaeTCfl OT aHaJIH3a

o6uecrsennHx oruo¡üsHnfi. 124

Arvatov had proposed that the function of the æsthetic within the

Russian cultural past was illusory, it supposedly held an 'eternal'

monoply on art, and was the means of 'self-deception'lcauooóuan].125

Restored æsthetic forms that were defined as illusory and passé had

been made possible through the substitution of certain artistic forms

for others. The need for this substitution was indicative of a "society

that was not the 'conscious rnaster' of his 9q/¡ f¿¿9."126 Arvatov

clarified this position through an example from the French Revolution:

...HcKyccrBo Bernrofi QpaH¡{yccroü PesoJItoIIHH 6t¡¡o
Hnnþ3opHo He IIoroMy, r{To raKoBo cgoficrao caMoro
HcKyccrBa, a noroMy, rrro 3Tofo rpeóoeaan o6uecrsenHt¡e
oTHOIIIeHHfl, npeBpaTUBlIIïe HCKyCCTBO B O.4HO H3 MOFyI{HX

cpeÄcrB aroü o6ue-collnaJlbuoü n¡¡ro3t4t.l27

It was the product of the ruling class and perpetuated class values.

The restoration of past artistic forms was ar illusory artistic

development, for the content of the æsthetic would not be a

development of that society. LEF did not implicitly regard the

ideological function of the æsthetic as a Degative force. The æsthetic

could have functioned in tune with its society, with its ruling class,

124. Apsato¡, 'Maprc,' 78.

I25. Apraros, 'Mapxc,' 88.

126. '...u¡¡ro3øq Hy¡ßHa raM, r,qe o6qecrBo He rlBJrrrercrr co3HareJlbHbrM

nocrroÃoM cBoeù cy.q¡6rr, r]qe o]ro no.qguHrrercs ¡116o crnx]rgM Bxeltlxero
Mrlpa, ¡u6o crr¡xurlM croeno co6c¡seHHoro pagBnrøn.' Apaaroa, 'Mapx",' 89.

127. Apaaros, 'Maprc,' E8
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whether it be capitalist or proletarian, when it was the product of thar

society.

Puikin had within his own time performed a function that LEF

considered parallel to its own, a literary mission. Puökin had organised

the will of his class into a world-view, just as LEF thought that their

plogramme for the cultural revolution would organise the proletariat.lä

However, while Puõkin had given 'voice' to his class, LEF sought to

give a 'voice' to the nation. By organising the proletariat through its

programme of life-building [Ziznestroenie], LEF soughr to realise a

revolutionary, communist æsthetic that had relevance to contemporary

society. LEF sought to organize all 'left art' iD the world under the

banner of the Kpacuufi HcxøHreps lKrasnij Iskintern - The Red

International Artl.l29

The rejection of the art of the past was really a rejection of the

function or role of a particular æsthetic. The Russian cultural heritage

was to function as an example to contemporay artists, but not to be

the 'goal' of their art.

LEF first had to make clear lhat it was now taking a constructive

theoretical stand on the æsthet,ic, and not merely repeating the

ultimatums of the pre-Revolution Futurist days. In the first issue LEF

had stated that they 're-evaluated' their position with regards to art,

and society.

Ho uu orIHcrHM Haule crapoe ,,MH": or Bcex tlHTaloulHxcfl
peBonþrløro HcKyccrBa - qacrb eceü oxrn6pucxoü BoJrH -
o6paruru B ocKap-yafi¡¡.qoscxoe caMo-ycnax,qenne

l2E. Tperrexon,
129. 'Toaaplru¡u

'Orxy.qa,' 196-97.

- Qopr"rosrcur(H xH3HH!' JIEÞ. 2 (1923): 4.
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3cTernKofi pa.qu acTerilKyt, 6yHrou paAH 6yHTa...l3o

No longer the wild bohemians who attacked and tried to smash

everyt,hing, they sought to unite under the banner of communism, and

to build a new society. The history of Futurism in Czarist Russia had

determined the form that was taken. LEF maintained that the Futurists

had had to fight for attention and a press, because the capitalists would

not print their works.lSl Futurism had enthusiastically embraced the

Revolution, as had the Revolution embraced them, and members of

other avant-garde groups, when the union of Artists collapsed shortly

after the fall of the provisional government.

The experience that the Futurists received in IZO had been

valuable. And although the government had sought out the Futurists to

run lzo, LEF understood that the Futurist presence within IZo had

been a tactical move:

flcHo - npn Br,r.qe rrflToK yJrenerHeanulefi HHTeIJIHTeHTIHH,

Hac He oqenb crrparrrnBann l6o¡uuesnxnl o Harunx
3crernqecKnx BepoBaHnflx. Mu cocÄaJIH, peBoJnor{HoHHHe

Tor.qa, ,,IÃJo", ,,Teo", ,,My3o"; MË¡ fIoBenH yrlau¡äxcf, Ha
rurypM aKaAeMHr{. ...ÄeHxeHHe Halrero HcKyccrBa BHflBHJto
Harry cnny opraHr3aqueË no sceü PCOCP xpenocreü
JIeBoro ÖPonta." 132

There was never any official sanction or recognition given to any

part of the avant-garde that had worked within lzo, nq had there had

been acknowledgement of the work done within lZO.

130. 'B rono Brpb¡3aercn JIEO?' JIEô I (1923): 9.

l3l.'Kanllra¡ucr, KoHeqHo, HHKon,¡¡a
xJrbrcrbr-crpoqxu 3aHo3bl-rrrrpnxu.''3a cro 6operce

132.'3a vro 6operc¡r JIE<Þ?' JlBl. I (1923): 4-5.

He Iv¡eI¡e¡IHpOBAJT HAIIlH
JIEO?' JIFô I (1923): 3.
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The Futurists within lzo had tried ro implemetrt a change in the

official art policy of the country. This had been the first constructive

criticism of the old culture by the artists who would later form the

editorial board for LEF.l33

LEF had attached a political significatrce ro the æstheric. The

æsthetic functioned within rhe daily life and not only in the sublime.

LEF noted that 6ur ['byt'] was the front of their battle. Gorlov had

correctly Doted that the æsthetic and'byt' were like "the roof of a hut,

you smash the roof and you smash the hut." Corlov had aptly grasped

the intent of LEF. The negative aspect of 'byt' was negative in so

much as it was not a part of the socio*political system of the new

Soviet state. As with the ideological aspect of the æsthetic, LEF did

not desire to eliminate the 'byt' of existence, but to eliminate the

oppressive nature of the 'byt' that was a part of the czarist system.

To remove the division between the political and social aspects of daily

life and of the æsthetic and culrure was the goal of LEF.

The dichotomy between art and life, in LEF's view, was one that

had to be removed. The programme of life-building was to remove

the 'cult of the past' from contemporary society, to develop a new

world-view, in effect, to realise a cultural revolution that would

complement the political revolution. LEF's literary politics was

expressed in the development of the programme of life-building.

133. The editorial board of the publishing firm HcryccrBo Morro¡nx (HMo

- IMO) under the directorship of the Hap¡oxuü KoMHrer npoceqeHuq
(Hapxor"rnpoc -Narkompros), that had been set up in July lgtE was composed
of: N. Aseev, D. Burlijuk, V. Kamesnskij, A. Kruðenyx, V. Maþkovskij, B.
Pasternak, V. Xlebnikov, O. Brik, B. KuSner, D. Polivanov, B. Ejxenbaum,
N. Jakubinskin, V. Skokki¡, and R. Jakobson. With the exception of
Burlijuk, Xlebnikov, Polivanov, Jakubinskij and Jakobson, all reappeared
within the pages of LEE Stephan, 5.
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This programme was to be the third revolution: the first had been

the political revolution, the second had been the cultural revolution,

and the third revolution would be the Spiritual revolution, a break

from the oppressive and outdated organizational influences of the

social, political and æsthctic aspects s1 ¿¡¡.134 The new cotrteut would

be a product of the proletariat and would be fulfilling and create a

new daily life. The third revolution has been identified as a new

'myth' created by the p¡¡¡¡is¡s.135

13,1. Jangfeldt, -Russian Futurism,- 6E.

135. Krystyna Pomorska, -Mayakovsky's Cosmic Myth,
Literature, Andrej Kodyak, Krystyna Pomorska, and Stephen
(Columbus: Slavica Publishers, l9E5), l?1.

- Myth in
Rudy, eds.
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BcerÃa rpe6yþT, rITo6H HcKyccrBo
6u¡o fIoHflTHo, Ho HHKoriqa He
Tpe6yþT or ce6n npncfloco6uta
cBoþ roJIoBy K noI{HMaHI{ro.

K. Ma¡egng, "O HoBÉ¡x cucreMax B

HcKYccrBe"' 1919.136

Chapter Three

XøcxecrpoeHne - Life-Building

The Aim

The new æsthetic was the essence of LEF's literary politics, and it

would entail a socially productive role for the new art. In keeping

with that neq¡ role, the sublimity of art would be removed; the artist

as seer would be discarded, and the barrier that had been erected

between art and life dismantled. The created textual artifacts of the

past would remain a part of the historical past. They would trot be

models for contemporary art, but educational. They would not be

guides for endless imitation, nor representatives of an unattainable

past. They would be educational tools from which students would

learn. One had to look the 'cult of the past' iD the face and then go

beyond i¿.137 The artist would no longer have the mystical attribute of

being closer to the 'truth' than anyone else. Art then would be a part

136. Jangfeldt, Majakovskij. 2. See Appendix A for
of all Russian texts.

137. H. r{yxax, '[I¡pc¡¡ H MHHycbr,' JIBÞ. 3 (1923): 2E.

English translations
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of life, the artist and art worker,l3E and society would attain a new

world-view with Fururism as its guide.

The Historical Foundation

LEF had taken upon itself a specific task, the creation of a new

culture and a new world view for the soviet citizen. LEF took on

this role because the Bolshevik government had yet to get involved in
the cultural debates; officially ir was neutral.l3g History had shown

that, in revolutionary times, there was the possiblity of radically
changing the culture of society. In its critique of traditional arr, LEF
had argued that the traditional reflective nature of arr in bourgeois

society had degenerated into psychological, mystical and escapist

writings that, were not useful to the proletariat. They were unable to

capture the dynamics of the new situation of the proletariat as the

dominant class in sociery.l40 The sociery which had given the

conditions for the rise of the bourgeois art, and which had degenerated

into the decadent literature of the time, was supposed to have been

removed by the Revolution. LEF argued that if the infrastructure of
society had changed (autocracy to communism), then the
superstructures of the society (the 'arts' specificalty) would also have to

change. A new infrastructure would require new superstructures.

The æsthetic was to become productive and a part of the real

world- It would be in stark contrast to the socially useless sublimity of
the former æsthetic:

138. Barooshian, 'Russian Futurism," 38.

139. Cepreli Bo,no¡xu, '[IepenyraHHb¡e crpoxu,. JIEó 3
(1923):2t.

140. t{yxar, '[Io¡ sHaroM,' l?.
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The aesthetic, in short, is socially useless, just as its
philistine critics maintain: 'for beauty produces no
particular result whatsoever, neither for the understanding
nor the will. It accomplishes no particular purpose,
neither intellectual nor moral; it discovers no individual
truth, helps us to perform no individual duty and is, in
short, as unfitted to provide a firm basis for character as
to enlighten the understanding.lal

LEF had reserved criticism on t,he social usefulness of the æsthetic

in bourgeois society, thar criticism had been completed by Futurism

prior to world 'war I. LEF was severely critical of the social and

political function of rhe æsrhetic in Sovier sociery. LEF objecred ro an

æsthetic that, in its view which it also felt was Marx's, was
'resurrected' and transplanted; an æsthetic that had a specific function

for the benefit of the ruling bourgeoisie could nor be used by the

proletariat. Culture is affected by social and political influences. As

the æsthetic was the ideological side of culture, it performed an

organising role for the ruling class of society.

LEF addressed the 'tradilional' role attributed to art, which was

seen as a means of attaining an understanding lnocHaHne] of the

world.l€ This aspect of art had been attacked by the Futurists prior to
1917, as æsthetically unappealing, as a decline in the level of Russian

culture. Later LEF attacked the notion of 'coming to an understanding'

as passive and which aimed at preserving the status quo, which served

the ruling class. The introduction of dialectial materialism into Russian

Futurism after 1917 allowed for the rise of a political interpretation of

l4l. Fredrich Schiller, On the Aesthetic Edueation of Man, eds. Elizabeth
M. Wilkinson and L.A. Willoughy (Oxford, t967),
Eagleton, The Tdeology of the Aesthetic (Oxford: Basil

142. 9yxax, 'IIo¡ snarorvr,' 14.

147; quoted in Terry
Blackwell, l99O), ilO.
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the function of the æsthetic, and for the development of LEF's literary
politics.

LEF held that the essence of art was in action. As such, it
belonged to the pîesent, and was on a path to the future. This had

been the basis for LEF's criticism of tbe passive nature of bourgeois

art. Through the new socially active æsthetic LEF proposed to create

a new culture, a Dew world view, and in effect, a new Soviet citizen.

Instead of allowing man to come to atr understanding of the world, art

would construct new forms that would change the consciousness of
man, and so create a new world. Man would not have to acquiesce to

the world as such, but would have an active role in the realization of
a Dew culture, a new society, and a new world view. Through

becoming 'conscious' of itself as a class and of the role to be played in

history, the proletariat would become the master of its own fate.

This highly rational perspective had, perhaps, become clear to LEF

through the reading of Marx on the rise of a bourgeois culture in
France after the French Revolution. Arvatov quoted Marx on the

building of a bourgeois culture upon t,he 'bones' of the old feudal

system:

Consideration of this conjuring up of the dead of world
history reveals at once a salient difference. Camille
Desmoulins, Danton, Robespierre, Saint-Just, Napoleon,
the heros as well as the parties and the masses of the old
French Revolution, performed the task of their time in
Roman costume and with Roman phrases, the task of
unchaining and setting up modern bourgeois society. The
first ones knocked the feudat basis to pieces and mowed
off the feudal heads which had grown on it. The orher
created inside France the conditions under which alone
free competition could be developed, parcelled landed
property exploited and unchained industrial productive
power of the nation employed; and beyond the French
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borders he everywhere swept the feudal institutions away,
so far as was necessary to furnish bourgeois society in
France with a suitable up-to-date environment on the
European continent. The new social formation once
established, rhe antediluvian colossi disappeared and with
them resurrected Romanity - the Brutuses, Gracchi,
Publicolas, the tribunes, the senators, and caesar himself.
Bourgeois society in its sober rearity had begotten its true
interpreters and mouthpieces in the Says, Cousins,
Royer-collards, Benjamin constants and Guizots; its real
military leaders sat behind the office desks, and the
hog-headed Louis xvIII was its political chief. vholly
absorbed in the production of wealth and in peaceful
competitive struggle, it no longer comprehended that
ghosts from the days of Rome had watched over its
cradle.143

The above passage is important for understanding LEF's position

towards the creation of a new culture. The long quotation is noteable

for two reasons: it was used as an anchoring of the abstract argument

for the construction of a new culture in recent history, and it also

contained a warning.

The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte established the

historical fact that the culture of a society had been taken apart and

rebuilt anew. Therefore, one could draw the conclusion, as LEF

undoubtedly had, that there exists a real possibility of creating a new

culture upon the ruins of the old. Marx had not observed that there

had been any progammes or formulas to accomplish the change from a

feudal to a bourgois society in the course of the French Revolutions of
1788-1792. In fact, Marx had given credit to the'great terror'that
had ruthlessly eradicared the old culture.

143. Karl Mar* and Ft.d.i"k Et't*"|.. 226; the same
Apraron, 'Maprc,' 87.

passage appeared in
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The reign of terror in France was boutrd, therefore, to
serve the purpose of magically sprinting away with its
powerful blows the remnants of feudalism from French
soil. The timidly considerate bourgeoisie vould not have
accomplished this work for decades.l'14

The great terror was a historical fact, as were its results.

However, an important distinction had been made by LEF in the

process of 'culture building'. Vhile the great terror had wiped

feudalism from France, it had not been accomplished by a conscious

inten¿ of the mob to reconstruct the country's culture. The political

and economic situations in France had ripened to the point that it
would be possible to establish a bourgeois government after the fall of

the monarchy.l45 LEF sought to consciously rcplace thc old bourgeois

culture with a new communist culture, it sought to rationally institute

a literary politic in the cultural sphere of Soviet society, it sought to

do what had not been accomplished before.la6

LEF writers had read The Eighteenth Brumaire very closely and

were aware of the potential for disaster should the old culture survive

the onslaught of LEF's programme.

Hacro¡ulee xHBTJM - nepnuü naparpaÖ öyrypncrrqecKnx
rpe6oeaurü. Hn¡corÄa He oceÄarb cJrexaJruM (nycru Aaxe
MHoroyBaxaeuuu) rrJracroM ua 6ery uco6pereuufi - eropofi

144. Karl Marx and Fredric Engels, -Moralizing Critique
and Criticizing Morality. A Contribution to the German
Cultural History. Against Carl Herzen" in We¡lfe (Berlin: n.p.),
33E-339; in Jordan, 2t6.

145. Gaetano Salvemeni, the Erenchlevolution: l7t8-l?92.
trans. I.M. Rawson (New York: Norton, 1962), 32t.

I ¡l 6. Anna Lawton, ed., Russian Futurism Through Tts

Manifestos. I9l2-1928. trans. Anna Lawton and Herbert Eagle
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no3yHF. <Þyrypncr [epecTaeT 6uru ÕyrypncroM, ecJrH oH
I{equrraer nêpeneaarb xorff 6r¡ cavoro ce6fl, ocJIH oI.I
HaqHHaeT xHTb Ha [Ipol¡eHTbr co cBoero TBopqecKoFo
KanHTaJra. <ÞyrypHcr pHcKyer crarb
MelqaHllnoM-ltacceøcroM, yrparlnBaf, rn6ocrb I,I y]qapHocrb
nocTaHoBKH BOIIpOCOB O MeTO.4aX U npHMepax 6Or Ca

øco6perareJIbHyto, TpeHHpoBaHHyto, KJIaccoBo-noJIe3Hyþ
qeJloBeqecKyto ¡Hrlnocrb.l47

To fall into the old 'trappings' (in the quote above) of the artist

would reduce t,he Futurist to the same level as the 'bourgeois-passéist'.

It was imperative for the artist, for LEF, not to settle for the easy

life, nor for the comfortable art form. One had to perpetually strive

to push ahead. Daily-life, the old nemesis, had to be continually

confronted and overcome.

The Cultural Battle Front

LEF noted that the bourgeois world-view had been individualism,

idealism, dualism and nationalism. To offset this world view, LEF

proposed a revolutionary world-view that was collective, materialist,

monist and international.l4 LEF had written that in its bartle with the

old way of life [6ur] its weapons would be "example, agitation, and

propagaDfl¿."I49 The battle for the Left Front of the Arts was to be

waged on the cultural f¡e¡¡¿.150 LEF had 'sunk its teeth into' the

cultural heritage in order to free the new Soviet citizen from the

remnants of the old order, to prepare for the development of a new

(Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, tgEE), 44.

147. Tperrero¡, 'OrxyIa', 196.

l4E. C. TperrRxoa, 'JIEIÞ n HEn,' JIEIÞ. 2 (1923): 72.
149. 'B Koro Bnpbr3aercs JIEO?,' 9.

150. Pomorska, 'Mayakovsky," 174.
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culture, and a Dew communist society.

Fowler 59

K tac cuxu Ha r{Honan nn3npoaa Jutct. K¡a ccnr n rtoqnTarnc b
e.qHHcrBeHHÉ¡M ¡rrøBou. K¡accHKH cquraJlncb He3H6¡euuu,
a6co¡prgHM HcKyccrBoM. K¡accuxu Me.qbþ naMETHt{KoB,
TpaÄHr¡r{eü u¡xo¡ - ÃaBnnn Bce HoBoe. ...Ho ur¡ BceMH
cnraun HaurHMH 6y¿eru 6oporucr ttpornB rrepeHecenr.rfl
MeroÄoB pa6orÉ¡ Meprgr¡x B ceroÄHf,rrlnee Hcxyccrgg.l5l

LEF's critique of art had not only articulated its obþction to the

æsthetic as it functioned in 'traditional' art, but also had implicitly
proposed the direction for its argument for a socially active function

of a new art through the application of the concepr of life-building.

The belief in the possibility and necessity of implementing such a

programme would be the source of criticism against LEF as being

ultra*rational, dogmatic, and utilitarian. However, Marx had observed

that the creation of a new culture was not, due to the ultra-rational,

dogmatic, utilitarian Dature of the reign of terror, but due to the

general development of society.l52 The infrastructure of Russian

society had changed through the Revolution, and perhaps, conditions

had ripened for a change in Russian society.

LEF had presented an interpretatioD of Marx that had been heavily

influenced by its Futurist past. It had adapted the basic Futurist

position to fit a logical, dialectic construction. LEF did not seek to

eliminate the role of the æsthetic as an ideological tool, but through an

understanding of its working, to align it wirh the Soviet srate. LEF

l5l. 'B Koro Bnpbr3aercf,, JIEO?,' 8.

152. -The bloody deed of the people merely paved the way for the
bourgeoisie. Similarily, the overthrow of the absolute monarchy would have
been only temporary, if the economic conditions for the domination of the
bourgeoisie had not as of yet reached maturity." Jordan, 2E6.
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proposed that it could change the popular, 'anti-revolutionary' taste in

art (as represented by the decadent literature of the time and the influx

of 'Western' literature after NEP) by propagating a materialistic rather

than idealistic vicw of thc ¿¡¡s.153

The new Soviet culture would develop out of a new consciousness,

a Dew understanding of the arts, as "productive" not 'lreflective".

"Productive" because the proletariat was seen as a class which produced

values (things), as opposed to the bourgeoisie, a class that sought to

reflect (justify) its reality through ¿¡¡.154 For the proletatiat, argued

LEF, the more natural role for the arts was productive and not

reflective. This was meant to demonstrate the basic nature of both

classes, active versus passive, productive versus reflective, liberating

versus imitating.

Central to the idea of the productive nature of the arts and its

socially active role, was the idea of the organizing influence of the

æsthetic:

...3JIeMeHTH XHBO|O pyCCKOfO fl3HKa UrllpOKHX COIIHaJIbHHX

cJroeB noryqHnø nHTepaTypHylo opraHH3alll4lo, a n3
nøTeparypr¡ opFaHH3aI{Hfl 3Ta 6u¡a 3aHMcrBoBaHa u
o6paaoaanHuu oóutecrBoM Toro BpeMeun. Tar, Ha pyccKoM

83ÊrKe crarvr HgbacnflTbcfl yr ,,Íroilvrrnna c Snaoco@eü" H

,,ÃaMcraff rþ6oBb" H BMecre c reM - nnTeparypa.l5s

LEF maintained that bourgeois idealism had been class orientated

and therefore a 'carrier' of a class politic within the arts, a position

that was supported by Marx. He wrote that:

153. Stephan, 62.

154. t{yxax, 'IIoÃ gxaxor"r', 16.

155. F.11. Bnuoryp, 'Oyrypnctu - crponrenn s3uxa.' JIEö I (1923): 205.
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...utrheroic as bourgeois society is, it nevertheless took
heroism, sacrifice, terroÍ, civil war and battles of people
to bring it into being. And in rhe classically austere
traditions of the Roman republic its gladiarors lof
bourgeois societyl found the ideals and the art forms, the
self-deceptions that they needed in order to conceal from
themselves the bourgeois limitations of the content of
their struggles and to keep rheir eurhusiasm on the high
plane of the great historical traged¡r. 156

The programme of life-building was ourlined in rhe arricle by

Nikolaj Cuäak, in "IIoA DHaKoM xn3r{ecrpoer{He: onHT ocooHar{Hfl

HcKyccrBa ÃHfl."157 cuãak detailed the components and direction that

LEF sought to implement through irs programme of 'life-building.'

LEF argued that, art had been viewed as a process of coming to an

understanding [noaHaH¡ne] of the world. Art was reflective, was unable

to encompass the dynamics and s[atics of the position of the

proletariat. Realism was unable to successfully reflect the dynamics of

the 'last class', the proletariat.

Reflection was to be replaced with conscious construclion. LEF

sought to bring forward 'ultra-realism' which, although sharing the

relative notion of reality, would put reality, as it appeared to be

through the prism of a 'dialectical revolt'. In this way art would attain

a fervent charact,er, like a 'taught bowstring' or a slap across

somebodY'5 f¿çs.l5E

LEF realised that art had an organizing character, one that was the

service of the ruling class to maintain hegemony.

Karl Marr and Fredrich EnBels. 226.
JIEÕ I (1923): 12-39.
tlyxar, 'flo¡ cHaxovt', 17.

I 56.

t57.
r 58.
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BcRrca¡ KyJlbrypa - B qacruocrn HcKyccrBo - nocreneHno
H MyqnTenbr{o nepepa6arueaþTcfl BocxoÄflulnu KJraccoM B

.4JIHHHoM npoqecce ero cooHa:H4fl ce6R, KaK KJIacca, H

TIpoABHXKH K rereM g¡1¡4y." 159

Puikin had performed an organizing role for his class, within that

particular time of Russian history. LEF acknowledged the role of

Puikin and drew a parallel between the role of Puikin and LEF

(represented by Majakovskij): both s/ere on a language mission.læ

Puðkin had given language to his class, his works functioned within

linguistics, philosophy and morality. Through his works, Puðkin had

given more than language to his class, he organised his class througb

his works.l6l This 'class centred' literature was seen by LEF as

creating a world view lr'røpoou¡yueHne]. LEF argued that it would be

necessary to understand the function of language and its organizing

character.

Language Politics

LEF maintained that language, as a social fact, was an object of a

'cultural overcoming.' LEF stressed that there was a conscíous and an

unconscious use of language, and noted the existence of language

politics.162 LEF's identification of the unconscious use of language

revealed Dot only a cultural influence at the very level of formative

cognitive associations, it could be said to anticipate both an 'ideology

of the æsthetic' and the concept of a 'political unconscious' that is

developed in Fredric Jameson's work, The Political Unconscious.

159. 9yxar, 'flo¡ gnaror"r', 16.

160. Busoxyp, 'Öyrypucr¡¡,' 207H.

I6l. Bunoryp, 'Õyrypr¡crn,' 205.

rcz. f . Bnnoryp, 'O peaonrcqnosxoü Qpaseorornn,' JIEÞ. 2 (1923): 104.
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Through an understanding of form and content, one can re-construct

the political underpinnings of a text, and the function of the æsthetic.

LEF argued that use of the literary historical past in contemporary

speech and writings perp€tuated the influence or force of a particular

social order upon those who used the symbols and images of a past

culture.

Kax u ecst<uilt cor{HanbHufi $arr, Haur fl3HK ecru o6uerr
KynbrypHoro ltpeoÃerelanñ. To oócroflTeJrbcrBo, qro B

HarIreM 6ury MÉ¡ flonb3yeucf, fl3ÉrKoM HMtlyJIbcHBHo, cJle,qyfl

¡a.qaHuofi, nHyueHHoü coqlraJrbnofi nopue HHcKoJrbKo
BHurecKa3aHHoMy He nporr{BopeqnT. Bce ,qe¡o nuub B ToM,
¡{TO f,3HK, KaK CperqCTBO HMnynbCHBHOrO, HeCO3HaTe¡bHOrO
noJlbSoBaHnfl -- HMeeT cBoH cTporHe rpaHHIIt{: peqb ,,no
HHepI¡HH" -- cMeHflercfl cooHare¡bHHM npoHHKHoBeHHeM B

cHcTeMy fl3HKa, KaK TOJIbKO BHCKa3HBaHHe fIOIIaAAeT B

ycJroBHfl, Bt{Hyx,4aþune roBopf,rqe[o o[epnpoBaTb cBoHMH

fl3É{KoBHMn cnoco6socrffMø paqnouanbuo, I{eJrecoo6pacHo.lS

The mechanics of speech work on an unconscious level, which

could be replaced by the conscious intent of the speaker, depending on

the ability of the speaker to work within the language. It becomes

clear that the use of language, the organization of the elements of

language by the speaker or writer, is not merely a mechanical but also

has a creative function. The creative function of language is

determined by the social and political environment. LEF anticipated the

work of the literary critic Fredric Jameson. He noted there existed a

specific relationship between the text and ideology:

...ideology and cultural texts or artifacts lreveal] a

specification still conditioned by the limits of the first,

163. Bn¡¡oxyp, 'ôyrypncrrl', 2O4,
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narrowly historical or political horizon in which ir was
made. 'We may suggest that from this perspective,
ideology is Dot something which informs or invesrs
symbolic production; rather the aesthetic acr itself is
ideological, and the production of aesthetic or narrative
form is to be seen as an ideological act in its own right,
with the function of invenring imaginary or formal
"solutions" to unresolvable social contradictions.lfl

'Whereas LEF proposed to harness the æsthetic for the purpose of

constructing a new Soviet citizen, Jameson offered no such possibility.

The reader lof The Political UnconsciousJ should not, in
t,he first place expect anything like that exploratory
projection of what a viral and emergent political culture
should be and do which Raymond Williams has righrly
proposed as the most urgent task of a Marxist cultural
criticism...A provisional conclusion to the present work
will spell out some of the challenges Marxist
interpretation must anticipate in conceiving those Dew
forms of collective thinking and collective culture which
lie beyond the boundries of our own world. The reader
will there find an empty chair reserved for some as yet
unrealized, collective, and decentred cultural production of
the future, beyond realism and modernism alike.16

It becomes clear that language is closely related to the cultural

heritage of a nation, as well as its social and political development;

this aspect of language was identified by LEF as a parr of language

politics.166 The images and symbols that are used by a nation reflect

its history, its social and polirical development, but also organised the

t64.
Press,

t65.
lóó.

Fredric Jameson, The Political Unconscious
tgEE), 79.
Jameson, I l.
Bznoryp, 'Oyrypncrrt', 20'l .

(Ithaca: Cornell Univ.
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nation for a particular purpose.16T Language was related to the social

development of a nation, to its political structures, and to its cultural

awareness and aspirations.

Language-creation was an element of life-building, and necessary

in order to break free of the influence of the past. Arvatov's article

on language-creation, "PeserBopqeclss"l6E examined the conscious

creation of new words, specifically "zaum"', and noted that it
performed a dual function; it revealed the 'hypnosis' of the working

class via linguistics, and also justified "zaum"' as historically sound and

also socially useful.

Arvatov set out to prove five specific points: l) "zaum"' existed

before the work of Xlebnikov, 2) "zaum"' existed outside of poetry, 3)

as a phenomenon, "zaum"' is not just of a phonetic order, 4) it is not a

collapse of poetic language, 5) as a novelty "zaum"' has an independent

organizing significance. 169

These five points were specfic criticisms leveled against "zaum'."

The first three points would seem to deal more with the history of

language, while the last two, dealt with the organizing character of

language within a cultural setting.

Arvatov showed that "zaum"' had existed in the nineteenth century,

with the classical writers of both Russian and English, and indeed, that

",,3ayMnafl" pegb Bcrpeqaercn y nrcare¡eü H [o3ToB Bo Bce nepHoAH

167. For example: 'Cromwell and the English people had borrowed speech,

passions and illusions from the old testament for their bourgeois revolution.
When the real aim had been achieved, when the bourgeois transformation of
English society had been accomplished, Locke supplanted Habakkuk.- KaEl
Mar- and F'redrick Engels. 226.

168. E. Apnaros, 'PeveraopvecrBo', JIEô 2 (1923)z 79-91.
169. Apaaron,'PeverBopvecrao', ?9.
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HCrop¡¡".1?0 Puðkin, Tolstoj, Malevic and Gor'kij atl displayed

examples of "zaum'."

Or Pyutyxa Äo crapoü CunpHu,
Or Tpane3yHÄa Ao Tynbqu,

IIy¡uxøn

Kup-¡o-¡o... irernHaraJta,- ¿e 6y¡e 6a l,t carpeBaraJla...
To¡crofi

Byü Hyap He no cn ,qus6¡u
coHTepe xe ce Kyx
noH 6eqnua qr,rrypHaM3

IIHTYPHAM3 I¡HTAMA

Ma¡ennq

Ãopora AByporo, TBopor, HeÃorpora,
Konuto, tlonHTo, nopHTo...

I'opuxnü. l7l

The masters had displayed "zaum"' in a playfulness of speech.

Thus, "zaum"' had been proven to be historically present from Puðkin

to the contemporary writers of the 1920s.

Not only was "zaum"' present in all periods of history, but it was

also used in everyday speech. Many nickname-last names were proof

of "zaum"'; the names "Kor-BacbKa" lKot-Vas'ka] or "9HqHKoB"

lCiðilovl. "Zaum"' was also noticeable in children's word games and

telegraph cables. Thus, "zaum"' was placed in everyday life ['byt'I.

The placement of "zaum"' outside of merely a phonetic definition

removed the jibberish connotation associated with it:

170, Apaaro¡,'Pe'¡er¡opvecrao', ?9.

l7l. Apnaro¡,'Pe.¡ernopvecrro', E0.
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B arou cMHcJre HHKaKofi r{Hcro-óonernqecKoË Oopuu Her
H óuru He Moxer. Ta nrt HHaÃ xor,rõnuaqur 3ByKoB
HenpeMeHHo cBfl3ÉrBaeTcfl c IIpHBÉ¡qHHMH ÃJIfl sTHX 3ByKOB
t4 EJts noÃo6Hux xou6n¡raqun cMÉrciroBt{Mn gHaqeHHflMH, c
aHaJIOTHqHUU¡¿ t'lOpÖeMaMH H T. Ã. BOr Or gero ,,3ayMb"
ue SoueruqecKoe, a $oHolornqecKoe (repunu gxo6cona) r
Aaxe uop$oaornqecKoe ¡s¡eHøe.I7?

A senseless, absolute "zaum"' speech s/as not possible, accordiDg to

Arvatov. The question lies with the level of one's understanding,

qualitatively, not quantitatively.lT3 "Zavm"' is the product of
conscious language-building.lTa Arvatov refuted the claim lhat "zaum"'

was a collapse of the poetic language through a demonstratiotr of the

existence of "zaum"' in all areas of speech, frorn words and their

combinations to syntax.

"PeverBopqecrBo - noJIoxHTeJIbHo oprannoyroluafl cnra."l75 Arvatov

wrote that all language systems had two sides, material and forms.

"Language is the living flowing energy of society," and evolves with

1þs l¿¿¡s¡.176 The combinations of language do not appear accidently,

but are produced and give rise to meaning. The conscious production

of language and its practical use would lay waste to the theory of the

uselessness, or unorganizing quality of "zaum"'.

"Zar)m"' played an important role in the development of the

argument for the creation of a new culture, and of a new life. Once

"zaum"' was placed historically, its uselfullness established and its

172. Apawor,'Pevernopqecr¡o', 82.

t73.'Bce.qeno JIHIII¡ B creneHn Haurero noHHMaHHs - B KoJrnt¡ecr¡essoü,
a He rcaqecrseHHoir pagnHqocru (po¡urerH ny!¡IEe noHHMator ,,3ayMb" cBoHx

¡ereù, qeM [ocroponnne). Apraroa, 'Pereraopvecrso', 83.

174. Apnator,'Peqersopvecrso', E4.

175. Apaaroa,'Peteruopqecrso', E6,

176. Apaaron,'PeuerBop.recrpo', E6.
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innovativeness acknowledged, it allowed for the creation of a new

lanaguage that would replace the old one. "Zaum"'was far from being

completely explained, but a sort of respectability could be afforded it.

The componentents of speech defined, the area of the battle of a new

culture identified, LEF could then present the programme of

life-building. The programme of life-building was ambitious,

straight-forward, and clearly defined.

The Programme: Artistic Experimentation

The concept of npoxoBo.qcreo lproizvodstvo] was the ultimate

application of literary politics to LEF itself. The mystical and sublime

nature of culture was removed and replaced with a more functional

and utilitarian concept. Vith the 'producers' of culture placed on the

same level as other producers of value lworkersl it removed the

possibility of placing the artist on a pedestal above the worker. LEF's

determination of the artist as an artistic worker performed two

functions: allowed for the possibility of going beyond the present

forms for newer and more relevan[ art forms; prevented the placing

of new 'icons' of culture in the place of those that had been removed.

Foremost was the concern of LEF that there was a possibility of

merely replacing one 'icon' with another. There was to be a conscious

'worker' mentality amongst the cultural workers. Their concern would

be to create new values (not moral or ethical but utilitarian) for

society, to serve the new society, and not to replace the old masters.

The Futurists had primarily been a literary group concerned with

the development of poetry. But as the composition of LEF

demonstrated, the Futurist aspect of LEF had become concerned with

the larger question of innovation in all areas of the arts, from poetry

and prose to architecture and theatre. There was not an area of the
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arts that had not found represenration in the LEF group. The desire

for innovation and experimentation had also been a component of the

Fu¿urists of 1912. The cubo-Futurists had been primarily concerned

with poetry. Yet Majakovskij and the Burljuk brorhers, while having

delved iD poetry, where also painters, thus the name cubo-Futurism

lcubism, pr¿¡t¡s61.177 In 1923 rhe LEF group consisted of Fururisrs,

construct.ivists, Formalists, innovators in theatre, film, photography,

and architecture. The innovation in every area of the arts displayed

more than a concern with the creation of values, but with breaking

down the barriers between the arrs and daily life. The old way of life
[6url had a distinct division between life and art. LEF soughr to make

the arts more utilitarian, to have art and life 'merge'.

LEF was not naive in its expect.at,ions. It realised that there would

not be a merging of life and arr until the old 'byt' had been

destroye¿.1?E LEF had fairh in its programme and thar it would

provide the means to create a new proletarian culture. The major

problem LEF would encounter with its innovative programme would

be that it was not possible for LEF to give an idea of what kind of art

would indeed be created by this boundless innovation. A common joke

of the time was whether the new art would be factory art, or art of

the factory. The state had grown increasingly suspicious of the ardent

connection LEF had attached to 'production'.

llunacharskijl ...it is in vain that the comrades from LEF
would assure üs, they who have so recently grown
accustomed to the word l"production"l, that we have
already learned so much on our own that we have simply

177. Barooshian, -The Politics,- 40.

l?E. E. Apraros, 'Vrones HnH Hayxa?' JIE<Þ 4 (lgz})t 16;

Pomorska, "Mayakovsky," 174.
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nothing more to learn from human culture. That is
[nonsensel of course, and the proletariat is not going to
accept this point of view and will not agree that even
quite respected figures such as Mayakovsky, Aseev, and
Tret'yakov can simply black out the work of millennia
performed by the human ¡¿se.l79

It was clear that in 1923 the Bolsheviks did not understand what

LEF meant by 'production arts'. As LEF could not give them an

answer, nor an actual product of their programme, the state remained

wary of the LEF group.

179. Kuznetsova, 67-6E.
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...Her [o3ToB H ¡¡{TeparopoB, -- ecrb noo3ufl
H nHTeparypa.
...Iloer - Macrep cBoero Ãena. H ro¡uxo.
Coqua¡uuas ponb noara He Moxer 6utu
noHflTa H3 aHaJIIã3a ero UHÃHBHÃyaJIbHÉ¡X

KaqecrB H HaBHKoB. Heo6xo.quMo MaccoBoe
H3yqeHHe IIpHeMoB noSTnqecKoro peMecJla, HX

or rrfi.q-ufr or cMexHHx oó¡acrefi
qeroBeqecKoro TpyAa, 3aKoHH H3
HcropnrrecKoro pa3BlrrHf,. IIytuxnH He

co3Äarenb IIIKoJIH, a roJIbKo ee rJIaBa. He
6y¡u Ilyurrusa, ,,EBreHHfi OHerIrH" Bce
paBuo 6u¡ 6u HarIHcaH. Auepnra 6u¡a óu
orKpHra n 6ec Ko¡yu6a.

JIEL, t923.tn

Conclusion

Russian Futurism had begun a process of thinking about culture

along lines that had never been attempted before in the history of

Russian ti¿s¡¿¡¡¡s.lEl It sought to consciously transform the culture of

Soviet Russia, and in so doing to fundamentally change the nature of

the cirizens. LEF continued the Futurist avant-garde influence of its

formative period through its fantastic pronouncements (to rebuild the

Soviet culture) and ambitious goals (to consciously create a new man).

However, it also continued another teudency of the avant-garde,

namely, to promise more than it could deliver.

The three different periods of Futurism, 1912-1914, 1918-1921,

and 1923-1925, contributed to its formulation of the socially useful

l8O. O. M. Epnx, 'Tlarl
(1923): 213. See Appendix A

lEl. Lawton, 44.

Hla¡¡¡aaevblú1,,ôoptøanlu¡¡¡i r'rero.4"', JlE9 I

for English translations for all Russian texts.
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æsthetic, to the development of its literary politics. The essence of

Futurism was revealed in the striving to overcome the influence of the

past. The essential problem of Futurism had been in the failure to

produce a literature that was both socially useful and popular with the

general population. Futurism had identified its obstacles (the influence

of the past, and the cultural NEP) at every stage of its development,

but failed to bring forward concrete literary works as exemplars of its

theory.

A Slap had, at best, revealed Futurism's avant-garde 'moments' of

activism, antagonism, and nihilism. It had been effective as a

polemical work, but failed to provide a programme. It had identified

the classics as a yoke that prevented creativity, and wbile calling for

the throwing off of Puõkin et al, could not provide anything to appeal

to the public's imagination.

Markov noted that "As far as the positive program of the

manifesto is concerned, it is vague and insufficient, betraying the fact

that the writers were unsure of their purpose. The creation of new

words was not enough for aesthetic foundation of a moveme¡¡...'rlE2 It

had neither a clear artistic programme nor a political agenda.

However, it did display the essence of Futurism through its contempt

for the art of the past, the Futurist demand to strive to outstrip former

art forms and to develop new forms for the new society. The nature

of literature is that it requires an audience. Without a wide audience

the prospects of Futurism capturing centre stage in Russian literary

history would seem remote.

The Revolution had given Futurism a chance to work on the

development of culture, within lZO, on a scale that would not have

lE2. Markov,47.
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been possible under any other circumstances. The avant-garde had

Dever been given such an ambitious project before, one that had so

many possibilities: it was to prevent cultural stagnation, and revive the

cultural education of a nation.lE3 IZO also gave the Futurists access to

a press. Through IZo Futurism had the opportunity to reach a broad

audience as never before. with the two IZo publications, Art of the

commune and Art, the first articles on culture building appeared. As

lzo came under attack as being a tool of Futurism, and Futurism came

to claim that it represented the communist government, support and

[olerance for ¿he avant-garde waned. Funding for both publications

became shaky, and eventually both ceased publication. Although IZo
came under heavy attack for its expressed artistic views and preference

in purchasing art, which happened to be mainly 'Futuristic',1E4 ¡¡ ¡¿¿

been successful in the fulfillment of the government's expressed aims

for lzo.lEs wirh the experiment in economics, NEp, the Futurists had

been removed from rzo. Ir would t.ake anot,her eighteen months

before the Futurists would have access to a press.

The journal, LEF, had been as ambitious as A srap and continued

the work attempted through IZo. It proposed the rebuitding of Russian

culture into a proletaria¡ q¡l¿¡¡s.lE6 Its critique of art, and the

proposed programme of life-building had been heavity influenced by

the application of dialectical materialism to the essenrial Futurist

position to art of the past (opposition to the influence of rhe cultural

past). Although LEF had anchored irs programme of culture-building

I 83.

I E4.

r E5.

system,
I 86.

Jangfeldt, Majakovskij. 47.

Barooshian, Russian Cubo-Futurism, 123.
'TZo's primary task had been to reorganize the artistic educational
and this it had in fact done." Jangeldt, Majakovskij. 47.
Jangfeldt, Majakovskii. t6.
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in history, and obtained theoretical support from Marx for the

formulation of its literary politics, it was uDsuccessful in the

implementation of its programme. As LEF's programme ran against

the Bolshevik interpretation of the development of art and culture in

general, it could expect no support, financial or otherwise, for the

implementation of its programme. The publishing difficulties tbat IZO

had experienced with Art of the Commune and Art reocurred with

L¡f. Except for the very first issue, all issues had parts that were

chopped, confiscated or otherwise experienced interference. Every

issue, with the exception of the first, had been delayed at the

publishers or censors.

In fact, the programme and polemics of LEF were an important

contribution to literature and literary criticism, even though it has not

been successful. LEF had attempted to put into words, and into a

workable programme, that which had never been consciously attempted

before. The desire for the rational control of art, t,he conscious

decision t.o develop culture along a particular line, and the

demystification of art and the artist alienated LEF from both the

government and its society.

LEF has been given the ignoble distinction of being the predecessor

of socialist realism.

Although we may find it difficult to resist the vitality and
wit of the Soviet Futurists that is demonstrated in the
journal LEF, we are also reminded of the dangers of their
militant, single-minded pursuit of a path in art thar
rejected all former conventions in an attempt to make art
truly utilitarian. The LEF Futurists were one of the first,
if not the first, to introduce dogmaticism and intolerance
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into Soviet cultural ¡¡1s.lE?

Fowler 75

Seen historically, the poetic programme of the Lef group
has the questionable distinction of being the predecessor

of the later Socialist Realism. ...The Lef blend of
technician, utopianism, and utilitarianism was matched in
its dogmaticism and its universality only by Socialist
Realism.lEE

At the same time, Futurism has been associated as a part of the

decadent movement against which it rebelled.

...HeKoropue reÖoerlbr cranr Ha no3HrIHH TaK Ha3HBaeMoro

OopuaJrbHo-cotlHonorHqecKoro MeroÄa, nHTaflcb
3KJrerHr{ecKH npHMHpHTb 6ypxyaDI{He reopHH
Sopraynucron c MapKcHcrcKHM nnTeparypoBeÄe¡¡¡¡sv. lE9

LEF's history was short and stormy. The Futurists were

acknowledged as the first conscious art movement, and one of the

most consistent groups throughout its cxistencc.lÐ LEF idcntified what

it perceived as the active force in art that worked upon society; it

sought to change the reflective Dature of art to a consciously

contructive role that would shape society. LEF had laid bare the

bourgeois forces that were working within society, and sought to

overthrow it. Yet, neither the government nor other literary groups

supported LEF's literary politics, and indeed were openly hostile. LEF

criticized its opponents: "MapKcr,Icr - MoJI, a c MapxcoM HecorJlaçs¡¡."I9l

I E7. Stephan, xi.
ItE. Stephan, 96.

I 89. Eo¡¡maçr Cosercxas 3Hrr¡tr¡onenuq (Mocxaa: I'ocy¡apcrseHxuü
36, 724.

Jangfeldt, Majakovskij. 47.

HHcrHTyr'Coaercras 3nr¡ax¡one.qug', 1935), r.
190. Barooshian, 8¡¡ssias--C¡¡b t¡l¡¡Êism. I I7l
l9l. Apaaroa, 'Maprc,' ?6.
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LEF had relied on Marx for the theoretical support for their literary

politics, yet, perhaps, had it had access to the work of Marx,

Moralizing Critique and Critizing Morality (1847), concerning

bourgeois and proletarian revolutions, LEF would have found the

following useful:

Men do not build a new world for themselves out of the
'blessings of this world' (Erdengütern), as crude
superstitions would have it, but out of the historical
achievements of their crumbling world. In the course of
their development they (the bourgeoisie) must first
produce the material conditions of a new society, and no
effort of intellect or will can liberate them from this
fate.192

The Futurist literary politics were foreign to the heritage of

Russian culture. It attempted, by force, to overcome what it perceived

as the linguistic shortcomings of Russian for a new Russian language.

It sought to overcome the 'fetish of the past' by initially trying to

smash it, and then to discredit it. It tried to implant a socially useful

æsthetic that was not understood nor wanted by the country. The

Futurist heritage to Russian literature remains the essence it revealed

in A Slap through to LEF, a striving to overcome the present

attachment and longing for the past, a desire to reach into the future.

192. Jordan, 286-87.
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APPENDIX A

Fowler ?7

ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS TO THE RUSSIAN TEXTS

lTranslations are mine unless otherwise stated.]

Introdpction:

Page 1.

Epigraph: To the Readers of our New First Unexpecteð.l Only we

are the face of our Time/ The horn of time trumpers through us in
the art of the word./ The past is crowded./ The Academy and Pushkin

are more incomprehensible than hieroglyphics./ Throw Pushkin,
Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, gl__d., 9jj!., overboard from the ship of
Modernity.l He who does not forget his first love will not recognize

his last./ A Slap in the Face of Public Taste. 1912. lTranslation from
Markov, 45.1

Footnote l thereafter Fn.l. Russian Literature of the
Pre-Revolutionary Period. N. A. Trifonov, ed., (Moscow: Government

scientific pedagogical ministry of education of the U.S.S.R., 196Ð.

Page 2.

Fn. 5. N. Gorlov, "About Futurisms and Futurism," LEF 4 092Ð:6.

Page 3.

Fn. 7. Boris KuSner, "The Organizers of Ar[," LEF 3 (J92Ð: lO2.
Fn. 8. "We-the workers of the left culture-intend to destroy this

attic. The work of the revolution is not a 6-hour thing, not only
from l0 to 4. Its ridiculous, scandalous and impossible lthat such a

thing could happen to the RevolutionJ; it is simply impossible ro

uncover the method in politics and economics, and leave it shamelessly

obscured in culture and daily-life...Left politics commandingly demands

a left culture, a left daily-life." M. Levidov, "From 10 to 4 and from
4 to 10." LEF 3 092Ð: 152.
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Page 6.

Fn. 14. "[We] need to greet the new authority and enter into contact
with it." Jangfeldt, Majakovskii, 32.

Page 9.

Fn. 24. "...to continue the work begun by the newspaper 'The Art of
the commune' in 1918-1919 and by the journal 'Lef in lg23-24."
Jangfeldt, Maiakovskij, 34.

Page ll.
Fn. 27. o. zemljakova and E. Pogorel'skaja, "Towards a history of

the first issue of the journal <<LEF>>, euestions of Literature 7 09g7):
181.

Chapter One.

Page 12.

Epigraph: L A separation of art from the government. Destruction
of the patronage of privilege and control in the area of art. Down
with diplomas, titles, official posts and ranks. II. A transference of all
the material means of art: theatres, chapels, exhibition rooms and
buildings of the academy and art schools-into the hands of the masters
of art themselves for the equal use of them by the whole nation. III.
Universal art education because we believe that the basis of the future
of free art can only come out from the depths of a democratic Russia,
who until that time were only hungering after bread. IThis is inrended
to draw a reference to the popular saying that man cannot live by
bread alone.l "The Manifesto of the Flying Federation of Futurists,"
The Futurisr Gazerte, 1918.

Fn. 29. A slap in rhe Face of Public Taste, lglz; A Trap for Judges

U, l9l3; The Union of Youth, 1913; The Sickly Moon, l9l3; The
Three, 1913; The Plug, 1913; The Futurist's "Hvlaea" collection Mares'
Milk, l9l4; The Fururists: The Roaring parnas, l9l4: The Futurisr: The
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First Journal of Russian Futurists No. l-2, 1914; The Sickly Moon,
2nd ed., 1914.

Page 13.

Line 5: The revolution moved the theatre of our critical actions./
we have to review our tactics./ [...] our past slogan was "to stand on
the block of the word 'we' amongst the sea of whistles and
indignation."/ Now we just await recognition of the truth of our
æsthetic woÍk, in order to dissolve the small 'we' of art into the
enormous 'we' of communism./ But we have cleansed our old 'we':l
from all trying to turn the revolution of art-a part of the whole
october will-to the oscar vilde-esque self-serving æstheric for rhe
sake of the æsthetic, revolt from the sake of revolt; from all who take
from the æsthetic revolution only outward incidental methods of the
struggle,/ from those who elevate separate levels of our struggle to a

new canon and cliché,/ From t,hose who, unleashing our slogans of
yesterday, try to sweeten keepers of the greying innovation, finding
for their calmed-down Pegases comfortable coffee tables,/ from those
who, drag along on the tail end, permanently five years behind,
gathering dried berries of a rejuvena¿ed academia with our discarded

flower. "Into whom does LEF sink its teerh?" LEF 1 Q92Ð: B-9.
Fn. 30. "Into whom does LEF sink irs r,eerh?" LEF I 0923): 8-9.

Page 14.

Fn. 31. See Fn. 24, page 9.

Page 15.

Line 4: To the readers of our New First unexpecteð.r only we are
the face of our Time. The horn of time trumpets through us in the
art of the word./ The past is crowded. The Academy and pushkin are
more incomprehensible than hieroglyphics./ Throw pushkin,
Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, e[ al., et al., overboard from the Ship of
Modernity./ He who does not forget his first love will not recognize
his last./ But who is so gullible as to direct this last love toward the
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perfumed lechery of a Balmont? Does it reflect the virile soul of
today?/ 'Who is so cowardly as to be afraid to strip the warrior
Bryusov of the paper armor he wears over his black tuxedo? Is the

dawn of an undiscovered beauty seen there?/ 'Wash your hands, you

who touched the filthy slime of the books written by all those

innumerable Leonid Andreyevs./ All those Maxim Gorkys, Kuprins,

Bloks, Sologubs, Remizovs, Averchenkos, Chernyis, Kuzmins, Bunins,

etc., e[c., need only a dacha on a river. Tailors are rewarded this

way./ We look at their nothingness from the height of skyscrapersl.../

We decree that the poet's rights be honored:/ 1) to enlarge vocabulary

in its scope with arbitrary and derivative words (creation of new
words)./ 2) to feel an insurmountable hatred for the language existing

before them./ 3) to push aside in horror from our proud brow the

wreath of dirt-cheap fame, which you have fashioned from bathhouse

veniks ["twigs"l./ 4) to stand on the block of the word "we" amid the

boos and indignation./ And if for the time being even our lines are

still marked with the dirty stigmas of your "common sense" and "good

taste," there tremble on them for the first time the summer lightnings

of the New-Coming Beauty of the Self-Sufficient (self-centred) Word.

lTranslation from Markov, 45-46j

Page 17.

Line ó: ...s/e propose new principles of creation, which appears to us

in the following order:/ 1. ...We loosened the syntax.l 2.'We have

started to attach content to words according their descriptive and

phonetic characteristics./ 3. I/e realise the role of prefixes and

suffixes./ 4. In the name of free personal choice we deny proper

spelling./ ...Ve are the new people of a new life. (A Trap for Judges

II, 1913)

Line 1ó: From the above it is clear, that up to our time language

creators have investigated too much in the human <<soul>> (enigmas of
the soul, passions and feelings) but they knew poorly that the people

who gab create t.he soul, and sonce we, the gabbers of the future
people, think more about the word than about the worn predecessors
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of the <<Psyche>>, she died in loneliness and now it is in our power to
create anything anew...will we want to?/ ...No!../ It may be better they

survive by the word as such, but not themselves. (The Word as Such,

1913)

Line 28: The old order was held up by three whales./ Political
slavery, social slavery and spiritual slavery./ The February revolution

annihilated political slavery. The road to Tobol'sk is covered with the

feathers of the two-headed eagle. October threw a bomb of social

revolution under capital. Far on the horizon looms the fat asses of
fleeing factory-owners. And now there only stands the unshakeable

third whale, - the Spiritual slavery./ As of old, it spouts a fountain of
stale water-so named-old art. (The Futurist Gazette. 1918)

Fn. 37. Trifonov, 456-57.
Fn. 38. Trifonov, 458.

Page 18

Line 8: So called Stage-managersl/ How long will you and other rats

gnaw this theatrical sham?../ So called Poetsl/ 'When will you throw

away your sickly lyrics?../ So called Artistst/ Stop color patching or

moth-eaten canvasses./ Stop decorating the easy life of the

NEP-bourgoisie. (LEE, 1923; translation from LEF 2 Q92ï: 7; a

minor change with the inclusion of 'NEP' in the phrase

NEP-bourgoisie. The tri-lingual manifesto has the Russian word
'6ypxya-H3nnn' and the German text in LEF for the same manifesto
(p.5) also included NEP, 'der Bourgeoisnepper, and only the English left
'NEP' out. L.F.)

Fn. 39. "Directive No. 1 concerning the democratization of the

arts," The Futurist Gazette, 1918.

Fn. 40. "Comrades-formers of life!" LEF 2 Q92Ð'3.

Page 19.

Fn. 47. "I, Myself," V. V. Majakovskij: Writings in Two Volumes,

v. 1 (Moscow: <<Pravda> Publication, 1987),32-33.
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Page 24.

Line 23 ...we bave cleansed the old 'we': from all those trying to
turn the revoultion of art - a part of the whole October will - to the

Oscar Wilde-esque æsthetic for the sake æsthetics, revolt for the sake

of revolt; from those who would take from the æsthetic revolution
only the outward incidental methods of the struggle.

Page 25.

Fn.62. "Into whom does LEF sink irs reeth?" LEF I 092Ð:9.
Fn. 64. "The creation of new ideological or material values is the

only reliable criteria with which the dialecrian approaches arr." N.
Cuåak, "Under the Sign of Live-building," LEF I 092Ð: 37.

Page 26.

Fn. ó5. Boris Arvatov, "Marx on artistic restoration," LEF 3 092Ð:
77.

Page 27.

Fn. ó9. Zemljakova, 182.

Page 29.

Fn. 75. N. Gorlov, Futurism and the Revolution (Moscow:

Government Publications, 192Ð, 89.

Fn. 76. Gorlov, 89.

Fn. 78. O. Brik, "To Sosnovskij," LEF 3 (1923): 4; S. Trer'jakov,
"An open letter," LEF 3 092Ð:5.

Page 32.

Fn. 81. "Don'[ do trade in Lenint" LEF 5 tll (1923): 3-4.

Chapter Two.

Page 33.
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Epigraph: We fought with the old way of life./ We will struggle

with the remnants of that way of life today./ With those, who
exchanged the poetry of private little houses for the poetry of private

housing committees./ Earlier we struggled with the bullies of the

bourgeoisie./ We were shocking with yellow blouses and painted faces./

Now we aÍe struggling with the victims of these bullies in our Soviet

order./ Our weapon[s] are example, agitation, propaganda. LEF-, 1923.

Fn. 83. "Into whom does LEF sink its teeth?" LEF 1 092Ð:9.
Fn. 84. "Out of the boredom with Rachmaninov...that extended to a

boredom with all the classics...Russian Futurism was born." V. V.

Majakovskij: Writings in Two Volumes, v.1 (Moscow: <<Pravdar>

Publications, 1987), 32.

Page 34.

Fn. 85. "The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte," Marx and

Engels: Collected Works, v. 3 (Moscow: Government Publications,

l92l): "An Introduation to the Critique of Political Econorn!,"
Principle Problems of Political Economy, P. Dvolajskij and I. Rubin,

eds. (Moscow: Government Publications, 192Ð. Mentioned in the

article by B. Arvatov, "Marx on artistic restoration," LEF 3 092Ð: 77.

Fn. 8ó. Arvatov, "Marx," 79-96.
Fn. 87. "Our Russian art, in all of its manifestations, from poetry

to painting and theatre, is now experiencing an unusual kind of crisis

situation." N. CuZak, "Under the Sign," LEF I ((r92Ð 12.

Fn. 88. "What do we consider the art of our day?" Cuåak, "Under

the Sign," 12.

Page 35.

Line l8: Creek art presupposes Creek mythology, that is, the nature

and common forms, already having received unconscious artistic
cultivation in the national imagination. This is its material. But not

any kind of mythology and not any kind of unconscious artis[ic
cultivation of the Dature...

Fn. 89. Arvatov, "MaÍx," 77.
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Arvalov, "Marx," 79.

Arvatov, ttMefx," 79.

Arvatov, "Marx," 80.

Fowler E,l

Fn.

Fn.

Fn.

Page 36.

Line 12: [Greek artJ is beautiful because it appears as an organic
result, as an unaffected revelation of its own milieu, because the

"Greeks were normal children," because their forms "can never be

repeated again"...lGreek forms] are beautiful precisely because of and

only because of [the factJ that at one time they were normal and

never [againl will be as such.

Fn. 93. "Greek art is indissolubly connecred with Greek social
relations, and only with them." Arvatov, "Marx," 82.

Fn. 95. "...and how much more natural and logical would it be to
say: socialist society, having replaced man with higher technology -
will also replace the human-like art wirh an arr of high technology."
Arvatov, "Marx," 83.

Fn. 96. Afvatov, "Mafx," 83.

Fn. 97. Arvatov, "Marx," 83-84.

Page 37.

Fn. 99. N. Gorlov, "About Futurisms," ó.

Fn. 100. Gorlov, "About Futurisms," 6.

Page 38.

Line 9: Usually this quote from æsrhetics is brought forward by
Marxists in order to prove, that, according to Marx "content defines

form," or saying it another way, here in the understanding of content

enteÍs the ideological side of artistic production, its subject iD the wider
meaning of the word.

Fn. 102. Arvatov, "Marx," 91.

Fn. 103. "Because it is apparent, that the word 'content' is used by
Marx in some other sense, different from an æsthetic interpretation.
How exactly?" Arvatov, "Marx," 91.

90.

91.

92.
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Page 39.

Line 2: From the context it is clear, that under content Marx
understood the content of that revolutionary process, that is, which

create that or other artistic forms: in that time, as in the epocb of the

bourgeois revolution, forms communicate "extraordinary meaning of a

given question", they conceal the "bourgeois limited content" of the

struggle,-in the epoch of the bourgeois revolution they can only be

forged in the process of conscious achievement conscious of those

proposed questions; there they were the means of "self-deceplion", a

"sparkler" lBengal candleJ, of æsthetic beauty, here they will serve the

social purpose.

Fn. 104. Arvatov, "Marx," 92.

Fn. 105. Arvatov, "Marx," 92.

Fn. 106. Arvatov, "Marx," 82.

Page 40.

Line 12: The creation of new ideological or material value is the

only reliable criteria with which the dialectician approaches art.

Fn. 107. Öuåak, "Under the Sign," 37.

Page 41.

Line 17: ...Futurists have to conduct the battle within this front of

art las one of the sharpest class weapons of influencing the psychel

using the mass demand for products of æsthetic production, -battle for
taste, -to put the materialist point of view opposing ¿he idealism and

passéism.

Fn. 108. N. Berdjaev,

Publications, 1918).

The Crisis of Art (Moscow: Government

Fn. 109. S. Tret'jakov, "From where to where," !!lf | {J92T: 199.

Page 42.

Fn. 110. CuZak, "Under the Sign," 17.

Fn. 111. Öuåak, "Under the Sign," 16.
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Page 43.

Line 3: lFuturistsl began with a destruction of rhe æstheric. But
daily-life and the æsthetic, are the very same thing, as the hut and its
roof. When they smash the roof, it means, that they also smash the

hut.

Fn. 113. Gorlov, Futurism, 2ln.

Page 44.

Line 1: And if the dissemination of art in life appears as the
maximum-programme of the Futurists, the conscious reorganization of
language into acceptable forms, the scuffle for the emotional focal
point of the producer-consumer, then the staging of one's own
language mastery to the service of the practical questions of the day is
the minimum-programme of the Futurist-language-designers.

Line 16: The great artisric forms of the past are not received by
them as lawfully and necessarily and belonging to the pasr. To rhem,

the theoreticians, it begins to seem that if these forms are so perfect
(that is, organic, -one cannot understand perfection in any other way
unless of course it takes the metaphysical stand of absolute forms),
therefore, the epoch that created it is also perfect., therefore it remains
only for us to learn from it,, erected in example for any time and for
any nation.

Fn. 116. Tret'jakov, "From where," 202.

Fn. ll7. Arvatov, "Marx," 81.

Fn. 118. Corlov, "About Futurisms," 6.

Fn. 119. Arvatov, "Marx," 81.

Page 45.

Line 4: If creek art is worthy of being a school for contemporary
imitators of antiquity, because it is beautiful, t,hen for Marx it is

beautiful because it is the organic result, an unaffected revelation of its
own milieu, because the "Creeks were normal children," because their
forms "can never be repeated again."
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Fn. 120. Arvatov, "Marx," 83-84.

Fn. 121. Gorlov, "About Futurisms," 15.

Fowler t7

Page 46.

Line 4: ...in order to arrive at its own art, the proletariat will have

to get rid of, to the end, the fetish cult of the artistic past, and operate

on the progressive experience of the present day. It is not stylization
under the past forms that is the basis of the mission of proletarian art,
but the creation, the conscious organic creation of the future.

Line 23: Forms of a particular flowering change in the head of the

art critic to normal forms, authoritative active examples, and instead

of understanding how these forms arose during historical periods that
were made obsolete by us, the art critic begins to evaluate the level of
artistic development of an epoch from the point of view of those high
forms which this epoch lantiquityl created. Together wirh such an

evaluation, which changes forms into the absolute, the historical
character of art is quickly lost from view, and analysis of the latter is
torn from the latest analysis of social relations.

Fn. 122. Arvatov, "Marx," 78.

Fn. 123- Arvatov, "Marx," 79.

Page 47.

Line 15:...art of the Great French Revolution was illusory not
because such is a property of art itself, but because the social relations
demanded this, having changed art into one of the powerful means of
this general social illusion.

Fn. 124. Arvatov, "Marx," 78.

Fn. 125. Arvatov, "Marx," 88.

Fn. 126. "...illusion is needed here, where society is not consciously

the master of its own fate, when it is subordinate either to the

elements of the outer world, or to the elements of its own lsocial]

development." Arvatov, "Marx," 89.

Fn. 127. Arvatov, "Marx," 88.
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Page 48.

Line 23: See line 23, page 24.

Fn. 128. Tret'jakov, "From where," 197-97.

Fn. 129. "Comrades-formers of lifet" LEF I 092Ð: 4.

Page 49.

Line 15: It is clear, lthe Bolsheviksl did not ask us very much about

our æsthetic beliefs, at the sight of the intelligentsia high-tailing away

lfleeingl. We created the then revolutionary "lzo," "Teo" and "Muzo"l%

; we brought to those studying in to the storm of the academy...The

movment of our art revealed our strength in the organization of the

left front fortresses throughout the whole of the RSFSR.

Fn. 130. "Into whom does LEF sink its teeth?" LEF I 092ï:9.
Fn. 131. "The capitalists, of course, were never the patrons of our

whip-like lines and stinging strokes." "For what does LEF struggle?"

LEF 1 Q92Ð: 3.

Fn. 132. "For what does LEF struggle?" LEF 1 (1923): 4-5.

Chapter Three.

Page 52.

Epigraph: They always demand of art that it be comprehensible, but

they never demand of themselves that they adapt their minds to
comprehension. K. Malevið, "On New Systems of Art." 1919
lTranslation from Jangdeldt, Majakovskii, 2.J

Fn. 137. N. CuZak, "Pluses and minusss," !!E 3 092Ð: 28.

Page 53.

193. IZO - Otdel izobrazitel'nyx iskusstv, the Section of Fine Arts; TEO
- Teatral'noe otdelenie, the Theatrical division; MIJZO - Muzeinoe otdelenie,
Museum section. See Christina Lodder, R¡¡ssia.u-Cqnslg¡Êiit¿iso. (London: Yale
Univ. Press, l9E3), 324.
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Fn. 139. Sergej Volodin, "Muddled lines," LEF 3 092Ð: 21.

Fn. 140. Cuåak, "Under the Sign," 17.

Page 54.

Fn. 142. Öu2ak, "Under the Sign," 14.

Page 56.

Fn. 143. Arvatov, "Marx," 87.

Page 57.

Line 20: The present belongs to the living - this is the first
paragraph of the Futurist demands. Never settle as a sedimentary

layer (even if respected) in the course of innovation - is the second

slogan. The Futurist ceases to be a Futurist if he begins to rehash,

repeat himself, if he begins to live off the percentage of his own

creative capital. The Futurist risks becoming a petty
bourgeois-passéist, losing his flexibility and directness in the raising of
the questions about methods and his model of struggle for the

innovative, trained and class-useful individual.

Page 58.

Fn. 147. Tret'jakov, "From where," 196.

Fn. 148. S. Tret'jakov, "LEF and NEP," LEF 2 092Ð:72.
Fn. 149. "Into whom does LEF sink its teeth?", 9.

Page 59.

Line 2: The classics have been nationalized. The classics were

considered the only reading material. The classics were considered

unshakable, absolute art. The classics were crushing everything new

under the [weight] of bronze of monuments, and the traditions of
schools...But with all of the strength we possess, we will struggle

against the transference of the methods of work of the dead to today's

art.

Fn. 151. "Into whom does LEF sink its teeth?", 8.
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Page 6O.

Line 17:...the elements of the living Russian language of the wide

social strata - have received literary organization, and this was claimed

from a literary organization and by the educated society of the time.

So both "politics with philosophy" and "womanly love" began to be

explained lin the Russian languagel and along with that - literature.
Fn. 154. Cuåak, "Under the Sign," 16.

Fn. 155. C. I. Vinokur, "Futurists - the builders of language,' LEE 1

(192Ð: 205.

Page ó1.

Fn. 157. LEF I 092Ð: 12-39.

Fn. 158. Cuåak, "Under the Sign," 17.

Page 62

Line 1: Every culture - in particular art - is gradually and painfully
remade by the ascending class in the long process of it becoming
conscious of itself, as a class, and as it advances to hegemony.

Fn. 159. Öuåak, "Under the Sign," 16.

Fn. 160. Vinokur, "Futurists," 207n.

Fn. ló1. Vinokur, "Futurists," 205.

Fn. 162. C. Vinokur, "About revolutionary phraseology,"

092Ð: lO4.
LEF 2

Page 63.

Line ó: As any social fact, our language is an object of cultural
overcoming. That circumstance, that in our daily-life we use language

impulsively, following the set and imposed social norm, not iD the

least contradicts the aforesaid [statement]. The whole point is that
language as a means of impulsive unconscious use - has its own strict
boundaries: "mechanical" speech gives way to conscious penetration

into a system of language, as long as the expression falls upon
favorable circumstances, which force speaker to operate within the
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capacity of his own language rationally and expediently.
Fn. 163. Vinokur, "Futurists," 204.

Page 64.

Fn. 1óó. Vinokur, "Futurists," 207.

Page ó5.

Fn. 168. B. Arvatov, "Language-creatior," !!E Z 0923): 7g-gl.
Fn. ló9. Arvatov, "Language-creatiotr," 79.

Page 66.

Note: the examples of "zaum"' on page 66 are not translatable into
English.

Fn. 170. Arvatov, "Language-creation," 79.

Fn. 171. Arvatov, "Language-creation," 80.

Page 67.

Line l: In this sense there is no purely-phonetic form and there
cannot be. That or another combination of sounds are indispensably
linked with the customary groupings for these sounds and for similar
combinations by sense-meanings, with analogous morpheme and so

forth. Therefore, "zaum'" is not phonetic, but phonological (a term of
Jakobson) and even a morphological occurrence.

Line 15: "Language-creation is a positive organization force."
Fn. 172. Arvatov, "Language-creation," 82.

Fn. 173. "The marter is in the level of understanding - in the
qualitative but not quantitative diference (parenrs understand the
"zaum"' of their own children better than a stranger). Arvatov,
"Language-creation," 83.

Fn. 174. Arvalov, "Language-creation," 84.

Fn. 175. Arvatov, "Language-creation," 86.

Fn. 176. Arvatov, "Language-creation," 8ó.

Page 69.
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Fn. 178. B. Arvatov, "Utopia or science," 4 092Ð: 16.

Conclusion.

Page 71.

Epigraph: ...There are no poets or literary men, --there is poetry

and literature./ ...The poet is master of his own work. And only
thal.l The social role of the poet cannot be understood from analysis

of his individual qualities and experiences. The mass study of the
poetic craftsmanship is necessary, their distinctions from adjacent areas

of human endeavours, laws from historical development. Puðkin was

not the creator of a school, but only its head. If there had not been a

Puõkin, <Evgenij onegin>> would have been written all the same.

America would have been discovered without Columbus. LEE, 1923.
Fn. 180. O. M. Brik, "The So-called <<Formal Method>>", LEF I

Q92Ð: 213.

Page 75.

Line 10:...several Lefists [members of the journal LEF] took the
position of the so-called formal-sociological method, trying ecclectially
to reconcile the bourgeois theories of the formalists with Marxist
literary criticism.

Fn. 189. The Big Soviet Encyclopedia (Moscow: Government Institute
"Soviet Encyclopedia," 1935), v. 36,724.

Fn. 191. Arvatov, "Marx," 76.

LEF
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APPENDIX B

Co4epxauøe JIEOa 1923-1925.

HOMEP #1.125 anpenn 1923-rol

I. Ilporpauua. t3-391

3a qro 6opercn JIeS. t31

B xoro Brpu3aerc¡ JIeÖ. t8l

Koro npe¡yrrpex¿aer JIeö. t101

H.<0. 9yxax. IIoÄ oHaKoM xn3Hecrpoennll. l12l

II. Ilparrnxa. t40-1911

Haua cJroBecHafl pa6ora. t401

Crnxn H. Aceesa, B. KaÞrelrcKoro, A. KpyqeHHX, E. Ilacrepuar, C.

Tperunxoaa, B. X¡eóHHKoBa. l42l
A. JIaeøHcrHü. OeeqecrBJreHHafl yrorrnfl (pnc¡¡Hx¡¿). t611

B¡. B¡. MaRxoecrnü. IIpo ero (noaua). t65l

Cso6oÄHoe HcKyccreo (pucyHor). 11041

A. Po.q.reHxo. Paóora KoHcrpyKTHBHcra (pncr¡rxr). t1051

O. Epnx. He nonyrv¡lqa (paccxa¡). t1991

.I[r'r. Ilerposcrxfi. BocnonnuaHuff o X¡e6guxose. t1431

H. Aceee. Saerpa (paccrac). 11721

BørrÓoreru. Eerleq (c Heue¡{r.). t180I

III. Teopnx. 1192-2351

C. Tperurroa. OrxyÃa H RyÃa. Il92l
f. Bnnoryp. Oyrypyrrct¡ - crponrerrn f,3uKa. I2O4l

O. Epnr. T.n. Oopr',ra¡u¡ruü Mero,(. t2l3l
E. Apnaroe. KoHrp-peBonþrllfl @oputr. t2151

M. JIeeH¿os. Ilpe.qocrepexeHne JIE<Þy. I23ll

IV. KHnra. 12361
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V. Oaxru. t250l

HOMEP #2. [HaneqaraH B.qBoeM, I. n uorou .qpynue; uafi 1923-ro]
I. Ilporpaur-la. I3-191

Tosapau¡lrl OoplrosuøKn rJHKal. t31

l-oe MAfl. Cruxn AceeBa, KaueHcroro, Kpyveuux, MaaKoBcKoro,

HeeHaMoea, IlactepuaKa, TepeHrueea, TpetunKoBa. t91

IL llparrøxa. 120-691

H. Aceeg. Boåsa c KpHcaMH. t20I

X. fpocc. PrcyHrn. I27l

B. X¡e6nnron. Jla¿oul.rp. t3ll
Mo¡o¿u¡r JIeöa. I42l

A. JlasuHcxøü. K¡locx. I44l
M. Jlenn¿on. AnepnKaHH3Ma rparnsapc. t451

M. Kay¡efi. Jlefiu¡exepoacruü noprper. Í471

C. Jlupnc. Mncrep Ee66¡ar - aMeplrKaHeu. t551

Bapcr. KocrþIr cero.4nflrrrnero ,qHfl. tó5]

H. 9yxax. Boxpyr "Henolyreur¡H". t69l

IIL Teopna. 170-1521

C. Tperunros. JIeö H Hgn. ITOI

E. Apsaros. PeqereoprrecrBo. l79l
O.M. Epnr. Vclyxlr.rsuË screr. I92l
f. BnHoryp. Pesalu{HonHafl Qpaceolorux. t1041

B¡. Cn¡¡os. Pacea n¡r PCOCP? t1191

M. JlesuÄos. O öyryp¡¡er,re ¡reoóxo.qnMafl crarbg. tl311
B¡a¡. Ë¡pu. Hc Hecee.qeHHHX cqeroB. No.l. tl381
H. {yxar. K ¡a,qa,raM .qufl. t1451

IV. Ksnra. tl531
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V. Õaxru. t1681

HOMEP #3 lulo¡u 19231

I. Ilponpaur'ra. t3-401

JIeö. K 6oro. t3l

Epux. Coqroecxouy. t41

TepeHruee ø HeÄo¡r. Orxpurue ttncbMa. t51

E. Apsarog. Tar noneMn3npoBarb HeKynbrypHo. tól

H. Aceee. .llpyrofi KoHer¡ rraJrKH. ll2l
fo¡xop. Kpurnvecran or¡oó¡s. tl31
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Mr¡ corJracHbr c xene3uo,qopoxHnKaMn Kaca¡rcxufi xeJI. Aop.,
t¡pe.qnoxnBtru.rMu xyÄoxHnKy o6opy¿oBarb y HHx B Kny6e JlesuHcrxü
3an 6e3 óþcros H ¡IoprperoB JIeHHHa, roBopa; ,,Mu He xornM HKoH".

Mu HacranBaeM; --
He ¡urauuyüre JIeHnHa.

He neqaraüre ero iloprperoB Ha flJlacrax, Ha KJreeHKax, Ha
TapeJIKax, Ha KpyxKax, Ha flopTcHrapax.

He 6po¡¡cnpyfire JIeHu¡ra.
He oruuuafire y Hero xHBofi nocrynn H qeroBerlecKoro o6JrHKa,

roropuü oH coxpaHnTb, pyKoBoÃfl Hcropøefi.
Jle¡rns Bce eule Harrr coBpeMeHHHK.
Os cpeÃn xHBErx.
OH Hyxeu HaM, KaK xxuoË, a r{e KaK uepruË.
Iloerouy, --
Vt{Hrecu y JIeHøHa, Ho He KaHoHH3Hpyüre ero.
He coeÃaBaüTe Kynbra HMeHeM Ì{eiroBeKa, Bcto xH3H¡ 6oposuerocfl

IIpOTHB BCflqeCKHX KyJIbTOB.

He ropryfiTe rrpe¿MeraMlr 3ToFo KyJIbra.
He ropryüre Jlesnnu¡q!

JIEO.

Don't Do Trade in Leninl/ We agree with the railway workers of
the Kazan railway who proposed to an artist to equip their Lenin
room at their club without a bust or portrait of Lenin, saying: "'We
don't want icons."/ We insist:/ Don't put a label on Lenin./ Don't print
his portraits on plastic, tablecloths, plates, mugs, port-cigars./ Don't
bronze Lenin./ Don't take from him the living posture and the human
appearance he had while commanding history./ Lenin is still our
contemporary.l He is among the living./ We need him as a living
being, not as a dead one.l Therefore, -/ Learn from Lenin but don't
canonize him./ Don't create a cult in the name of a person who during
his whole live fought against every sort of cult./ Don't do trade in the
objects of this cult./ Don't do rrade in Lenin./ LEF. lTrans. L.F.l

194. JIEô 5 lll (t924): 4.
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Statistics on LEF

column one is the issue published. column two is the number of
issues published. The third column is rhe total number of pages of the
respective journal. The fourth column is the total number of pages in
the theory section of the issue. The fifth column is the percentage of
theory in each issue.

of Issues Pub.

1.

#
Table
Issue
1

2
3

4

5
6
7

Totals:

5,000
5,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
2,500
2.500

Total pages

255
177
187
225
160
163
144

13l l

# of pages

43
88
87
8ó
95
62
40

501

%
16.8ó*
49.72
46.52*
38.22*
59.38
38.04
27.78

38.22

The asterisk denotes that the issues 1,3, and 4 are not complete in
their representation. There are several articles in those three issues
that are of a highly polemical nature, yet appeared in the programme
section. These articles would add an additional 67 pages to the theory
articles and would change the complection of LEF. The revised
statistical table on LEF is as follows:

Table 2.
Issue # of Issues Pub.
I
2
3
4

5

6
7

Totals:

5.000
5,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
2,500
2,500

Total pages # of pages 
%-255 70 27.45*

t77 88 49.72
187 113 60.43r
225 100 44.44t
160 95 59.38
1ó3 62 38.04
144 40 27.78

13l l 568 43.33
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